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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY, JUNE 7, 191 J.
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FOR THE PEOPLE
Washington, D. C, June 7. Senators on the lobby investigating committee were of the opinion today that
Senator Townsends charge that President Wilson himself virtually had
been lobbying for the tariff bill,
would not be taken by the committee
as an issue unless specific charges
were made. Senator Towusend, testifying last night, while declaring that
"White House influence" had been exerted on certain senators, declined to
Unless these are
give any names.
presented, the committee Is not likely to follow up that phase.
White House officials professed to
be undisturbed by Senator Town-sen'charges and It was said the
president would not take the stand
to make a personal answer unless
some specific charge was made against
s

him. Officials declared Mr. Wilson
was confident that the people of the
country would take the .position that
lie was representing them in Washington and had the right to use all his
influence to further legislation promised in the Democratic platform.
"President Wilson will be welcomed before the committee if he desires
to appear," said Acting Chairman
lteed today, "but I see no reason why
he should deny charges that never
have been made."
Democratic members took the position that it remained for Republicans
to pursue Inquiries on whether President Wilson had used "uudue Influence" with any Democratic senators,
and insisted that the statements y
Senators Warren, Weeks and Town-senhad been of a general character.
Senators Nelson and Cummins, the
Republican members of the commit
tee, had no plans for following up
that line of inquiry.
.,..,."! intend :howoyer,. to insist before
the hearings are over," said Senator
Cummins, "that President Wilson fur- the committee with the facts or
information upon which he based his
statements of 'insiduous lobbying' in
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TALLMAN AND A. A. JONES

and lunch given by
the chamber of commerce
brought
forth nothing else, the issuing of
greetings to the supreme conclave of
the Brotherhood of American Yeoman,
Betting forth some of the facts regarding Santa Fe and its remarkable
climate was worth accomplishment.
Great credit is due the committee
which took up the work of preparing
the folder and who served so promptly
and efficiently that the printed matter
might be gotten out in time to sen
with the delegate, Arthur K. P, Robinson, who went yesterday to the con
clave and took with him several hun
dred copies of the greeting extended
to the Yeomen. The committee was:
J. W. Norment, Captain Fred Fornoff.
E. R. Paul, Dr. F. E .Mera and R. i'
Asplund.
The city council so well understood
the spirit that prompted the chamber
of commerce in taking the action thnt
it did, that the council also passed resolutions which extends a welcome to
the Yeomen
In this greeting Presi
dent Dorman says:
To the Supreme Conclave of the
Brotherhood of American Yeomen,
If the smoker
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Salt Lake City, Utah, June 7. Tlin
closing sessions today of the conference of western governors were devoted mainly to drafting an address
to the public, outlining what changes
were considered advisable in government control of natural resources in
order to obtain the highest efficiency.
Clay Tallman, commissioner of general and office, was the first speaker
at the morning session. "I am not
here to defend," he said in opening,
"in fact 1 am not going to try to defend the actions of the department in
the west. I am here as a construcConstruction can be obtaintionist.
not
ed only through
through quarrelling."
Commissioner Tallman then asked a
series of questions of the governors
present with a view of ascertaining
the exact, changes which may be
wanted. Special attention was given
to the position of the United States
forest service, it being alleged by
some of the governors that, the administration of the service had discouraged mining and prospecting.
At the close of the discussion Commissioner Tallman said that as far as
he was concerned, if the prospector
confines hfs work to actual prospecting and obeys the rules of the forest
service, there will be no disposition
on the part of the administration to
hinder, but every effort will be made
to encourage.
of national
A general discussion
control of oil and mineral lands followed. Seme of the governors took
the position Hint blanket withdrawals should stop. Both assistant Secretary Jones ami Commissioner Tail-ma- n
indicated ilr.it the administration's policy will be the first opening
of all mineral timl oi) lands to the honest'
'
'
developers.
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shortly after midnight when his auto at the government's expense ostensaid they do not employ married men
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nt the hin
X
cupants of the car received slight
It has been the annual custom f or some years to observe June S
ALIENS EXCLUDED. prepared to t,ato just what a
family
Williams' committee is c
Senator
14 as Flag Day, the day being set aside for the paying of
be supported on.
special
honor to the national emblem.
New York, June 7. Traders who
sldering eliminating the
This year a special effort is being
I have
Honolulu, June 7. A petition with
known $12 men who weiitclauBe
WANT BRITISH VICE
of tne Underwood bill on l.e
made in the southwestern states to make the celebration of Flag
had bought stocks for a time were disand
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missionary
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to
work
cheerful
hou.es
CONSUL RECALLED. appointed by the listless character of X Day one of unusual impressiveness and the occasion for a
being circulated among Americans of owned by themselves, and who had grolmd it might precipitate retaliatory
"signal
Los Angeles June 7. British resi- trading today. There was no evidence J demonstration of patriotism and loyalty to the flag.
the Hawaiian islands, asking them to money in the
bank," said
As one of the leading and m est progressive cities of the Great
dents of southern California began a of enthusiastic buying such as liftei
urge President Wilson to use his in- - Basch. "On the other hand. IJoseph
hav- movement yesterday for the recall of the list late yesterday, and prices zig- X Southwest, Sanfa Fe should take the lead in the observance of
near Fort Mohave, three years ago,
"0"'
who has ended. Word was
!the existing naturalization laws, abol- No city in the sout hwest has more loyal and
C, White Mortimer, British vice consul zagged in narrow limits for a time, X Flag Day.
brought here
m
patriotic
in Los Angeles, as a sequel to the finally turning definitely downwards. X citizens; and I believe little urging will be needed for the people of
If
today that the Indian on whose head
lining all racial discrimination.
i
It
tt,
drnot..
j were placed rewards aggregating
Santa Fe to enter heartily Into the spirit of the occasion.
the petition
necessary,
"Empire day" disaster at Long Beach, The first show of weakuess came with
uggwrt.Jf' 011 th "ousewife."
As mayor I call upon all patriotic citizens to display the na- which cost over thirty lives through a preclplate fall in American Can to X
more stringent qualifications, apply-$5,000 had met death at the hands of
the collapse of a pier, charging gen- a level three points under yesterday k X tional flag at their residences and places of business on Flag Day,
his brother and uncle whom he had
ing equally to all aliens might be im- INDIAN
close.
14.
RENEGADE
Heaviness spread through the X June
I would particularly urge that the display of the flag be
eral inefficiency.
tried to kill in a tribal camp in Ariposed to keep out undesirables.
KILLED IN ARIZONA. zona.
made as general and as prominent as possible, and that all local pat- - V' This treatment
A petition requesting the removal list and before the close there were
of the Japanese
s
oi the vice consul drafted at a meet- - losses of two points in Canadian Pariotic societies hold special exercises on the day.
Searchlight, Nev.,
June 7. The
the petitioners believe,
the
problem,
Queho said he had declared
'
cific and a point in Union Pacific, Le- CELSO LOPEZ,
had
X would solve all international questions career of Queho Half, the Pluto In- Juramento because his mother
X
committee yesterday will be forwarded high and Smelting.
X raised by the California alien land dian who ran amuck and killed half been killed in a disturbance' near
Mayor of Santa Fe.
I
a dozen miners and homesteaders Searchlight ten years ago.
Bonds were irregular.
to Sir Edward Grey.
law.
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Good Old Potatoes
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SAWED WOOD

Fancy Egg

Fancy Lump

"BUY IT OF CRICHTON."
O
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ON
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Mobile, Ala. "I suffered for seven
years, with womanly trouble." writes
Mrs. Sigurd Hansen !n a letter from
this city. "I felt weak and always had
a headache and was always going to
the doctor. At last I was operated on,
and felt better, but soon I had the
same trouble.
My husband asked me to try Cardul.
I felt better after the first bottle, and
now, I have a good appetite and sleep
well. I feel fine, and the doctor tells
me I am looking better than he ever
Baw me."
If you are sick and miserable, and
suffer from any of the pains due to
womanly trouble try Cardul.
Cardul is successful because It is
composed of Ingredients that have been
found to act curatively on the womanly constitution.
For more than fifty years, It has been
used by women of all ages, with great
success. Try it. Yo'T druggist sells it.
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PREPARING
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ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and
all points in New Mexico, Ari
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO

FROM SANTA FE

zona, Mexico and to the
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
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or
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The

Best
Route

For Rates and Full Information" Address
p AOENT,
0 F
EUGENE

EL PASO, TEXAS.

INSTITUTE

MILITARY

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
in the beautiful

Pecos

Valley. 8,700 feet aoove sealeyel,
sunshine every day. Open air
work throughout the entire sesConditions for physical
sion.
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere in America. Fourteen officers and instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern in every respeot.
Begents

:

B. A. CAHOON, President.

J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. PO, Secretary.

W. A. F1NLAY.
r
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SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

'

CAPITAL COAL YARD

oal

KiffWA"!?

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP

SIZES.

Spring is Here

"u-n-

RUE MASONIC

SANTA FE, N. M

REUNION

JUNE 16, 17 AND 18, 1913.

For the above occasion the D. & R. G. R. R. will protect rate of ONE FARE for round trip from stations Farmington, Aztec,N.M., Durango,Colo.,
Antonito, Colo., Espanola, N. M., and all
directly intermediate stations.
SELLING DATES:
From Farming ton and Aztec, N. M., June 12th.
From Durango, Colo, (not including Antonito) June 13th.
From All Points South of Antonito, June 14th,

RETURN LIMIT, JUNE 20TH.
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ing Terrible, Cuticura Soap and
Cuticura Ointment Stopped ItchNow Cured.
ing Wonderfully.

d

FOX,

thincj new Comes
out you can find it

Developed Into Running Sores. Itch"

- NEW

I

DAWSON COAL
Phone One Double

OF TRADE

TIME

NEW7HINC5. WE.
KEEP UP WITH THE.
TfMES- - WHEN ANY- -

FOR,

OF SPOTS

811 75 Washington Bt., Salt Lake City;
The Plaza Fete, to be given by the
t'tah "t was llrst alarmi'il by an ithy
Woman's Board of Trade on next
fooling all over my arms and a rash of tiny
Thursday, June 12, promlsoa to be one
(spots camo out. Tho rash
of the foremost successes of any of
was a mass of spots like
the similar kind that are yearly given
measles and developed
into running sows. Tho
by this organization of Santa Fe ladies,
helling was terrible and I
Preparations are being made tor
would scratch something
features and of such attractions
awful. I tried a treatthat the average attendant will
ment
but it availed not.
to their couches after the last
1 then decided to
a
try
satisL;
hour of its session thoroughly
Soap and Ointment.
Ified and glad that they took in every
After tho first application the itching stopped
'
thing, from "Seeing Santa Fe to the wonderfully. The euro which followed was
a mar el to mo for I thought 1 never would
last number in the dance, to be given
hi i tor. This was three years aco and
at the library. Outdoors and indoors pet
1 Jinv as clear a skiu as
any ono may wish.
worth
to
be
is
there
something
going
Outienra Soap and Ointment cured ma
moment
the
feeing and enjoying from
entirely." (Signed) Miss Kate M. Dobsou,
War. l
that the Fete opens.
TIME IS MONEY. YOU CAN SAVE TIME IN OUR STORE. WE KNOW
10ia.
For i.implos and blackheads tho following OUR HARDWARE STOCK AND WE CAN SOON GIVE YOU WHAT
AIis. I. Jl. Kapp, who is sort of a
is a most effectivo and economical treatAND
YOU WANT. WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY ON THE PRICE
news dispenser, instead of censor, for ment:
smear tho alleetod parts with
TIME ON THE SALE. WE ONLY CARRY ONE KIND OF HARDWARE
the event, has confided to the news- - CuticuraGontly
on
end
of
the
the finger,
Ointment,
BEST WE CAN BUY, BUT OUR PRICES ARE
gatherer much that will be of interest. but do not rub. Wash off the Cuticura AND THAT IS THE
PRICES. WE COULD NOT SUCCEED
DOING
BY
ever
SQUARE
FAIR,
in
remembers
below
live
minutes
Oimment
with
The
writer
Cuticura
Write to: Ladfe s' Advisory Dept..
N. B
BUSINESS ANY OTHER WAY.
(or bprruil
to Santa Fe to live of hearing
Medicine Co.. Chatlannoja, "
Soap and hot water and continue bathing
coining
Treatment
Home
hook.
for some minutes. This treatment, is best
nstructitmt, and
of this annual Fete given by the Womw Women." sent in plain wrapper, on request.
on rising and retiring. At other times use
WOOD-DAVI- S
an's Hoard of Trade, of the gaily lightCut icura Soap freely for tho toilet and bath,
ed Plaza, of the merry 1mm of voices,
to assist in preventing inflammation, irriPhone 14.
Phone 14.
"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
of the bright lights easting rays on
tation and clogging of tho pores. Sold
air
of
and
the
faces
tho
of
world.
each
general
MONKEYING WITH
throughout
Samplo
brighter
mailed free, with 32-Skin Book. Address
of a gala day that came to Santa Fe
CABLE CAR
A U.
d
"Cuticura,
T, Boston."
Dept.
event.
of
the
with the inauguration
should use Cuticura
DISASTER This year's Fete, for original things, Suup: Shaving Stick,men
23c Sample free.
should eclipse anything yet under
tuis
organization,
energetic
When J. E. Powers and It. J. Dean
The Kermis is a new, and will be LOVERS ELOPED
wait up to the Arroyo Hondo today
to see to repairing a cable that is: made an especially attractive feature,
BEFORE WEDDING
Webster says
med in connection with making rec-- What is the Kermis
ords of stream gauging they were notithat the word is spelled two ways:
i
or Kermess. As the preter-kinSimdusky, Ohio, June 7. 'A'hi'e arexpecting to find evidence of just the Kermis,
as
it
and
of a break that had occurred, jfnee is given to the former,
rangements were being made for wha'
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHit and
promised to be the most brilliant,
The cable in question is one that is is the shorter way of spelling
must
in
it
"I"
an
has
therefore,
and,
stnroo
f i i.
ever known in the village of
.ronWirv,
ti,o
ODS, Electricity plays a most imporhave more light in it. it will be called Flotence, 22 miles east of this citv
survey, and is for the purpose of car
countant part. The grandfather would
low
in
Kermis
The
Kermis.
the
James Francis Hilrying a car across me arroyo wnen tries iH a local outdoor fair or festi loct Friday night,
owner
of
and
k,
is
from
It
water
stretched
Chicago,
be amazed
garage
is high.
the radiance of the modthe
in the United States it is an in- Mies Pearl F.mma Sebolt, only dtttigh
bank to bank, and is from J 5 to per- vai;
door entartainment or fair, but in t
ern home and why all this light? To
to Charles A. Sebolt, wealthy re- haps CO feet above Hie bed of the Santa Fe at the Fete
day doings the tt.cd farmer, quietly traveled to San
stream.
On examination they found
make the home more homelike to make
Kormis is going to he "the best ever," dusky and were married.
that some person, presumably several with
on
"best."
especial emphasis
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
persons, had been tampering with the The ladies are going to give the Ker
Returning to Florence the rut.tways
wedding
for father, mother and children. Good light
apparatus. The car, instead of being mis in the lecture room of the school were forgiven, whereupon
were abandoned and inon the cable in the regular way, show- of
in the Old Palace, with preparations
archaeology
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
vitations withdrawn.
ed that it had received a fall. The car
hourly programs of something new at
n
but
Six
ihi
Miss
chain
The
Sebolt,
years ago
desired.
weighs about ,'i00 pounds.
Probably
4, 5 and at 7:.10 o'clock.
that holds the car to one side of the 100 children will take part in the Ker- n little over 15, was Ohio'B represen
bank had been broken and one link mis, and dressed in bright costumes tulfve in the national beauty contest,
was found near by. The car bore evi- they will enact together with Bome won by Delia Carson, of Chicago, &nA
dences of having fallen to the bot- adults tlie "Maple." "Sir Roger de since has been known as "tho Ohio
tom of the arroyo from the cable, and Coverly," the "Milkmaid," and many beauty."
beards that pertained to it were found other classic and beautiful characters
down in the arroyo.
t
land scenes from some of our classics
flflfi flflfl IN
Under examination it is conclusive which will furnish a field for graphic
WHISKEY DEAL
that some one, more than one person, and dramatic pictures, that will be
had loosened the chain by breaking it well worth seeing.
It should be mentioned, also, that at
with a roclc and had climbed into tin;
Louisville, Ky., June 7. On? huncar to have a ride across the arroyo, the Kermis there will be a rendition dred and eighty thousand barrels of
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
the cable of the Eagle Dance of the Pueblo In- whisky, valued at $10,809,000, are inEvidently when in mid-ai- r
IENT
as
to touch the button and
had given away and let the entire dians, Swedish dances and vocal and volved in a deal which is being negoso
the
that
'instrumental
performances
between
the
tiated
Distillery
into
Stagg
the ravine among the i
party down
your stove is ready to cook your
l.. elK1 i...!
1,,1
s
"
u,"""
Company of Frankfort and Chicago
rocks, and the memoes of the survey ;"01,"-c,or-noiron
inlereBt
and
li,ereto
ready to use, your toasted
information
concerns, according
are wondering what individuals arejlor
bf ceived here, George Watson, represfle should
laid up suffering from broken' The
for
hurried
the
breakfast, your vacuready
e a curious and
WI'.'
sentative of the Frankfort Distillery
limbs and bruised heads. If any 0f
for
the
um
cleaner
ready
fray, your washer
which owns the whisky, and T. M
them were struck with the cable as it
of
collection
"everyto
hoterogeneous
fan
National
of
the
President
cleanse,
Gilmore,
ready to cool the heatfell they must have been severely inready
thing to be thought of, from milliner Model License league, are working on
rooms.
ed
jured. Whoever was in the party had oi tradesman to be
Electricity will do every thing
bought of" will be tho transaction, and say that terms of
a lively and interesting time dragging
We
furnish it at reasonable rates,
for
a
from
for
that
you.
sale,
slipper
the sale will be completed within the
the car back and endeavoring to cover displayed
may prove to be Cinderella's to a next few days.
Estimates and full inforand
night'
day
up their tracks, as the banks are steep table of
antique design. People who
will
it
sale
mation
is
cousumated
When
the
and the car is not light.
cheeerfully
given.
v ant to help should put their thinking
The party evidently were acquainted caps on and bring some of the many be the largest whisky deal ever madp
with the gravity of their offense, as tieasures that have ceased to be. with in Kentucky. The prospective pur
there is a line of $200 imposed by the the years, and donate them to the chasers, it is said, have formed a syn
dicate in Chicago, and the price agreecl
government for any one tampering rummago sale.
is 35 cents a gallon, which, with
with or disturbing this kind of govern- in
Automobiles
regular metropolitan upon
nient property, and if the guilty ones style will be ready at the Plaza to take the government tax added will bring
are detected and caught they will be (Parties on "Seeing Santa Fe" trips, the total up to the above figures. A
part of the whisky involved is
prosecuted in the United States dis- and the megaphone man, of course, large
trict court. Knowing this they evi- will explain in sonorous voice and with now in bonded warehouses, but the
bulk of the product, under the terms
dently did everything they could to re- glittering adjectives the points of incf the contract, is yet to be made. Mr.
PHONE 85 MAIN.
place things as nearly as they found terest in and about the old capital. He
Watson is now in Chicago.
them, and had it not been for the keen will show the tourist the public buildobservation of Mr. Dean and Mr. Pow- ings, the ancient and honored land
ers, who saw that things were not marks, the great white way, where the THE LATEST FASHION NOTE
FACTORY WOOD
right, and that the caple was not safe, spirits of the departed for generations
the matter might not have been gathered along this course, and tell Says: "It is a wis precaution against
SAWED
WOOD
the
inquirer, when and where and who getting holes in delicate hosiery to pownoticed.
COAL
WOOD
STEAM
CORD
were in the lime light at the various der the shoes before putting them on."
It will cost several dollars to repair
of the city's growth and exist- Many people sprinkle tho famous antiANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
the damage, and if the culprits are not periods
ence, if he does his duty and sticks septic powder, Allen's
into
found out, they have probably had a to the
Montezuma
Avenue, near A., T-- & S. F. Railroad Depot
it is certain that he will the shoes, ami find that it saves lis cost
lesson that will deter them from try- have a truth,
tale more wonderful to unfold ten times over in keeping holc3 from hosing to ride in any more of Uncle Sam's than if he in any way exaggerated or
and
iery as well as lessening friction
contrivances.
tried to grow grandiloquent in his re- consequent smarting and aching oC tile
cital.
feet.
So this big event will come accord!
WHITE RADISHES
ing to schedule timd, and nothing but
FOR SECRETARY a heavy downpour is likely to stop
it. The Plaza will never look more
-- William
J. attractive. The lunch counter is going
June
Washington,
to be loaded with goodies of all kinds,
secretary of state is troubled
Re!nnd of home cooking, and will be a
We Americans are given credit
with too many gifts.
?
First it was grape juice. Now it is ll)ig feature- There will also be tea
for doing a great many things
JUNE 1618, 1913.
wagons in cuarge or young laaies in
white radishes.
in haste; and our mothers and
We
Mission
make
Furniture,
costumes
and, with irresistable
The secretary announced that lie al- fancy
For this occasion the A., T. &
Shelving, Counters, Steplad-der- s,
scft drinks for the thirsty.
grandmothers used to tell us
ready had received several shipments
S.
F. R'y will sell tickets to
do
all
and
kinds
Fete day will end with a fine dance
constantly, among the other
of white radishes which attributed to
Fe and return at one'and
Santa
of
to be given at the library building
repairing.
admonitions
the publication of statements that li
good,
one-fif- th
fare for the round
to
and
commence
at
nine
...
and
o'clock,
,1
o
.,1, r,"O.
nKn.it .,rl,it.,
inuf nenfv
.
nunc iaiuM;
j
uvwui
that "haste makes wacte."
jut,,. wii-from all points in New
th's connection, it .may be said that
trip
The secretary announced that he
Is not this peculiarly true of
for lovers of the light fantastic the
Mexico.
NOVELTY WORKS.
jj was not "crazy over white radishes ladies are arranging to have some of
most of us when we do our shopHe admitted, however, that ho had
Dates of Sale, June 14, 15, 16.
the very best orchestral music ever
X04
ping? Do we not fail to give the
gone to a store during Mrs. llryin's furnished
M.
SANTA FE, N.
for any dance in Santa Fe.
Return Limit, June 21, 191J.
Telephone 157 W.
from the city and bough'
absence
year-ou- t
subject of our year-ln-,
v hitp radishes, of which he said he is
H. S. LUTZ, Agt., SANTA FE.
purchases all .the Intelligent
Stale of Ohio, city of Toledo, Lucas
very fond.
so
due
and
ss.
consideration
thought
He told the newspepermen thai one county,
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that ho
man had taken oath that he had seen
important a matter?
is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
And do we not, as a result of
him eat thirty-fou- r
radishes at one
Cheney & Co., doing business in the
sitting.
this
habit, buy many things unCity of Toledo, County and State
NEW MEXICAN PKINTING 00.
y
things which aren't just
wisely,
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
NOTICE.
Looal Agents tor
have
which
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLmight
right and
given far greater satisfaction if
Jacob Levy has purchased the inter LARS for each and every case of Caest of J. W. Akers in the Bank Saloon, tarrh that ennnot be cured by the use
they had been decided upon with
one of the largest and best equipped of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
forethought?
thrifty
a "Elastic" Bookcase
FRANK J. CHENEY.
saloons in the state. Mr. Levy as
It is on this account that we
Sworn to before me and subscribed
and Desk combined.
tumes all debts and will pay all debt3
Bflfflyjmfi
urge upon our readers the Imagainst the former firm. The Bank In my presence, this 6th day of DeDesk
Unit
with
few
of
ot
A
and
l
economy
being
is known not only here, but through-cu- t cember, A. D. 1S8G.
portance
desired.
many Book Units
A. W. GLEASON,
the state among those who seek (Seal.)
well posted on the daily offer1
The only perfect combination
Tr"ifaH WW""'"t. fl..
II
the drink parlor, as one of the finest
Notary Public.
llfffflft- -f
H Wtit'
desk and bookcase ever made,
ings of our advertisers.
tfi
Jl
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern?W91ui.
places of its kind in New Mexico.
B
Roomy convenienlattracone's
not
can
One
plain
only
nWfffcTj!
Many improvements will be made to ally and acts directly upon the blood
expenditures with greater econand mucous surfaces of the system.
the place and Mr. Levy hopes to
V
bilities. Ciwriteofphaar
Send
for
free.
omy, but can also make better
testimonials,
the former trade and to add to
us about it.
it. Mr. Akers, who retires, will devote F J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, Ohio.
and more satisfactory selections
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
his time to the promotion of his min
than when "going it blind."
Taktj Hall's Family Fills for
ing interests in Sandoval, Grant,
and other counties.
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irrigation project today, becomes pos- lie domain antl monopolizing Its use. Torttugas islands, and hero Professora
sible tomorrow. Every advance in tin Then the forest reserves appeared Myer and Watson have been making
inand with the advent of the forester scientific tests of which the following
development of the country the
crease of population and improved there was Inaugurated within the re- i? a Kaninle
WITH WESTERN NEEDS r.'eans of transportation decreases serves a system of range regulation The
professor goes Into u group of
that, has worked out wilh some de- nrsts where
the cost of construction."
the seabirds llavo laid
The speaker urged this conference gree of satisfaction.
Iheir eggs so thickly that it la almost
to
ob
CONFERENCE AT SALT to use every Influence possible to have
an
GOVERNOR'S
hud
"Having
opportunity
impossible to walk without stepping
their states take full advantage of the serve the administration of ranges on an egg. Many of tho Islands aru
SUGMANY
DEVELOPS
LAKE
within forest reserves," said tho govCarey act. lie said:
literally covered with birds during
IMPROVEMENT-WES- T
"I believe that every encouragement ernor, "i am still undecided as to breeding time. The nests are not regFOR
GESTIONS
a
should be given to the irrigation of the merits of the system. a.With
ular nests, but are merely slight deAT v i stern hinds.
HAS
goodly
FRIENDS
NOW
The government of fair degre of liberality and
pressions in the sand. In this deprescommon
of
and
sense
portion
sion the female bird lays a single egg
the. I'liiled States can afford to be
offCOURT.
an
honesty actuating
The people of the
in tills respect,
and proceeds to hatch it. The experl would say the system is first
thitf
United States have loft nothing un icial, hut.
of imenter takes the bird from off
a
with
predominance
class;
done to hurry the time when these
egg, and puts her into a basket which
Lake City, ftah. June 7.
Salt
l
and
bureaucracy
of
American homes there
was 50 degrees and the lowest record-- j is
for settlers
is the west's day, and that still hauls shall be available
a bottle of this splendid and famous re
it is covered w ith painted canvass to en
Hated conceit in the foreground
led elsewhere is given below':
Some of the states
exclude the light, and tha packfdy tliat has aided many a woman thrnuirh L't Uer days are coming seems asstir- - and new comers.
In
bad.
is
the
early days tirely
certainly
Amarillo, 54: Bismarck, 84; Boise, ) the trying ordeal, saved hop from siiiTcrlnjf
Die number of western men, which have taken advantage of the of the forest service we had the lat- age is shipped away, sometimes to sea,
..
mill nnln lrin4- Iwm tn l a.. I. ..f
i t,,j fron,
;
54
2; Cheyenne, 41;
WILL OIVE
Dodge City,
S"! m.tably California, Texas, Nevada and Carey act have greatly increased their ter charactrisiies too much in evi- sometimes on land a distance of 250
,.,":r,n,'.
Grand a most wonderful Influence
34;
Durango, 4N; Flagstaff,
in developing a New Mexico men, who are being plac- prosperity and the individual welfare dence.
The result was friction and ii. Ilea or more. The bird, w ith a green
IF I FAILT9 CURE any CANCER crTliMOR Junction, 04; Helena, 4S; Kansas City, lienltliy, lovely disposition In the child.
tin: cf the inhabitants."
of
of
a mirk painted across its back so that
in
er'
with settlers and
departments
charge
disagreements
There Is no other remedy so truly a help new;C4; Lander, 42; Los Angeles, 56; Mo- it may easily bo recognized, is then
which
I TREAT BEFORE it PoisonsBone
national
for
bad
the
administration,
consequent
reputation
or DceuGJands
nature as Mother's Friend. It relieves
How
dena, 41: Phoenix, 66; Portland, 58; to
Salt Lake City, l'tah,
and the service. All these released. In a very brief time it has
the pain and discomfort caused tiv the have to do directly with the western!
system
no wnirc or rAia
.0 MMs.
Pueblo, 54; Kapid City, 4i; Roseburg, stralu on the ligaments, makes pliant those ccuntrv
views federal control of our things seem to be improving, and to- found its way back to the nest. If tho
Idaho
No Pa; Uniil Cured
48; Roswell, (10; Salt Lake, 5S; San Wires and muscles which nature is expand- s
That the west had a kick from the unappropriated forest areas, was the
day I know of districts so satisfactor- egg is left undisturbed, tho mother
imo a uay or other
Init
nnfl
f
enntlu..
InllammnlUn
fit.,
I,,..
Francisco, 50; Spokane, 52; Touopali,
Awiudln. An island
on her egg and proceeds to go on
of the western subject of tin address by Governor ,T. ily administered that a suggestion of
of
the
speeches
leading
glands.
coni51; Winnemucca, 50.
plant make the cure
a return to the old methods would with tho hatching operations. If tha
Sfother's Friend is an external remedy, governors at their conference at Salt M. Haines, of Idaho, before the
ABSOLUTE
GUARANTEE
Forecast.
acts quickly and not only banishes all (lis-of wesiern governors here yes- elicit prompt and forceful
ference
Adv TIIMflff I (IMP
hut
egg has been removed three inches
the
that
fact
below,
Jiie
printed
'
Fe
and
Threat
For
Santa
tress
in
vicinity:
Sore on fchtlip, face
advance, but assures a sneedv and
,,.111
f
tliewe
from the spot where it was, the bird is
pnm- - terday.
mn
or body tong ia Cancer
for
tho
mother.
to
recovery
complete
local
showers
ening weather with
of the attitude which
matter
ItNsvarPafns until !usfc
disturbed and fusses around
"In
the
that
she
becomes
a
old
evidently
n
,v.,,v.,,
woman
urn
question,
with
all
her
"The
ftiiiio
range
healthy
iMuiuiih.uiii
j,
int.,
night or Sunday, cooler tonight.
BOOK
masjo.
to thoroughly enjoy the men who are familiar with every west- the government should maintain with which
before making sure that
outside
strength
lands
preserved
to
the
considerably
aetttfreeilesfimuuialsof
pertains
Local thunder rearing of her child. Mother's Friend can
For New .Mexico:
of ag- the forest reserves, is solving itself it. is her egg. Hut finally she will de- lintiW'i'M cnn
al home
and have only been reference to the disposition
bo had at any drug store ot $1.0(1 a bottle, ern condition,
fair
or
except
florins
Sunday,
tonight
til, i fi Til . NOMK
...
No ex cide it to bo hers and settle on it If
and Is really one of the irreatest, blessings waiting for the present opportunity to ricultural lands in forest reserves," by the process of absorption.
ANT LUMP IN WniMN'S RRPAST somnwpst Pornon
ever discovered for expectant mothers. afford
means that these prob-- i raid Governor Haines, "I wish to ad- tensive areas of open range exist to the egg is removed eighteen inches
relief,
Conditions.
...V
T
,
"7'"' '',
Write to Itrnddeld rte?ulutur Co.. 18
i.rmr.
leins will be worked out in a manner vocate a complete change of policy day outside of the forest reserves. from the spot where she left it, the
Biandi i' "
,rSpir.n" LTKckTv" The area of high barometer over I.anmr Itldg., Atlanta, fla., for their freo leniii-i.leither by department regulations or The homesteader, the dry fanner and bird is absolutely at a loss. She canuntiafnotnrv.
book.
Wrlto
ill
de
most
It
Instructive
AHflreSSDH.&MRS.DR.
CHAMLFYff"
"ib Dakotas Friday morning has
enactment. I desire to the stockman (using fenced lands) not identify her egg and will pay no
congressional
"Strirt'v RrfinKtei. P o ... u
yyn veloped rapidly, and expanded to Tex18 747 ' So. MAIN ST., LOS ANGELES, CAL. as, with cooler weather over the MisLake City, .'tab, June 7. The see all agricultural land in forest re have brought about this situation. attention to it. Having found her
Salt
Recessional
"Work, B'or the Night
perhaps The public range, like the true pio- way hack over tho 250 miles, she canKf HOLT SEND US NAMES of
desire of a nation to increase its pop- - serves,. with the exception,
.
souri valley and the plains country.
the Am !CTEn'
1.
n .. ,i
,1
Is Coming"
Mason .!., j.,., .,..,! llin t.,uit.,i f
iitntn tn Ol Cei'iaiH UlCaS Oil MlllCIl Hie Bl.lllU ui neer, disappears before the march of not correct the little error caused by
Showers have occurred along the east- Postlude
civilization.
removal.
the
(enhance its richness and make fertile nmoer is iaiuciu,u...
of the Rockies from western
ern
Choir Director Mr. Llewellyn C.
hurrnn lOpen to the homesteaders on exactly
PROFESSIONAL CARDS Southslope
"Some there are who bemoan the
Dakota to tho Texas Panhandle. Mall.
Next the experiment Is tried of cutland wero the forces w hich influenced 11,1 same terms as agricultural lanu loss of the public lands, and who de ting down bushes or any landmarks
West of the Rockies low and falling
,
Onganist Mr. .J. A. Jeancou.
to not included within such reserves.
M. Carey, of Wyoming,
ATTORNEYS AT-LAcry the liberality witn wnicn our gov-- m,ar (hfl
barometer prevails, with rising teman(J smoothinK tbe sand,
Joseph
homesteader con eminent
Sopranos Miss Jessie I". Carroll,
was wont to deal with home thus
bill known desire to see thetn
peratures, and showers over Nevada Mrs. L. C Hall, Miss Lola Michaelson. father the congressional
changing the general appearance
first
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the
the
homejudge
and southern Utah. Conditions favor
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
steaders, not realizing that
as the "Carey act."
cf tho surroundings. This makes no
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Altos - Miss Edith Marmon, Miss
are homo builders. As we difference.
In a speech before the Conference
It does not fool the bird.
threatening weather with local show- Kdua Abrahamson, Mrs. Grace
City Attorney.
of
course,! look at the question in the light of
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that
with
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able
say
pride
Santa Fe, New Mexico
It has done for the prosperity of
Next the professor builds a little
Tenors Mr. T. A. llaydcn, Mr. A. S. what
Foley Kidney Pills on the ground that
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Postmastership
pays as high as $1000 a year, with
Money Order and Registry Fees extra, but it Is worth several times
that amount to any merchant. The
entire population served by the
Post Office and Its Rural Routes
comes into his store to transact
business.
Thousands of dollars of
additional trade can thus be se

cured.
If you have the Post Office, you
can t afford to lose it. If you don't
have the Post Office, NOW is your
chance to get It. The office will go
to the man passing the best examination, and he can hold it for the
rest of his life.
For over 10 years the International
Correspondence Schools
have been preparing men and women to successfully pass Civil Ser
Examinations.
vice
The I.CS
Course for Fourth-Clas- s
Postmasters will give you just the information you need to successfully pass
this examination.
Fill in and mail the attached coupon it won't obligate you in the
leastand the I.C.S. will explain
how they can qualify you to successfully pass this examination for

Postmaster and secure your Post Office for life. Mark
the Coupon NOW.
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short-sleeve-

Name

St. and No.

state.
City
Present Occupation ....

They are still wearing lowneck and
nightgowns, those that
head.
over
the
Many of the
slip
and sleeves are made entirely of
lace and embroidery. More white
ribbon than colors are used for bows
just now. One has grown rather tired
of the omnipresent pink and blue
bows.

Greek styles continue to creep In
here and there. The exquisite evening gown of white charmeuse with embroidered pink net is in ' modified
Greek design by LaCroix of Paris.
The skirt is perfectly plain and
scalloped about the bottom and trim

med with beaded passamentrle. The
tunic is of Greek design, but there is
a chic French touch added to it
one sleeve much shorter than
the other and putting a wide band of
pale blue ribbon under it to form the
btlt and bow in the front.
.

d

s

The yoke motif

in

chemises

and

nightgowns gives opportunity for a
display of quantities of rich lace and
embroiderey, and this year elaborate
trimmings are the rule on lingerie of
all kinds.
Irish crochet and fine
French valencienes lace are combined
with machine embroidered banding on
this pretty gown, and the shape of
the yoke Is particularly graceful.
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PAGE POUR

niado it twilight when the second set night to hear reports of committees
was started. The Americans kept up and complete arrangements for the
the winning pace, taking the first big race.
and the visitors tho second,
game,

1913'S

The third game was a long drawn-ou- t
affair which was finally called on
account of rain, wilh the score advantage for the Australasians. Tarpaulin
was stretched across the court to prevent the deadening of the playing surface and the crowd settled back to
await the passing of the rain Hurry.
The Australians won the second set,
six games to two.

BUSTING BIG BASEBALL BARTER. BASEBALL.
AND BGRTON FOR HAL CHASE

ZEIDER

;

j

INSURANCE

AMERICANS IN
MEXICO WANT
PROTECTION

FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS
The Best That Can be Bought!
AT ANY PRICE

Tampico, Mexico, Juno 7 Three
hundred America .s located in south- crn Tampaulipas, representing sixty-Standing of the Clubs.
eight families, have demanded in a
long message to President Wilson,!
National League.
sent
through Consul Miller here, to
Pet.
Lost.
Won.
Club.
Princeton, X. J., June 7. A thunder- know "once and for all" whether
n .ti7(i storm
Philadelphia
up tho Princeton-Yaltiiey ican expect protection from their
n .501 baseballbroke
New York .
game in the sixth inning. home 'government since they "do not
.550
is
.
Brooklyn
Neith r side had scored.
desire to take measures for our own
.500
22
Chicago . .
which would embarrass our
safety
.500
Pittsburgh .
government without giving due notice
.455
24
.211
.

TWO CLUBS STRENGTHENED.

1

Take no chances on either
when a small amount will give
you the protection that you
need, and when you do use insurance get the best, as it is
the cheapest, and
ALWAYS SEE

e

pis

v$g

.

.

SI. Louis

,

Boston .
Cincinnati

'

American

")

Employed

.

League.
4

Philadelphia

to give New York a

representative in the American
league, Prank Chance has started
with a vengeance.
As was predicted by the Daily New
Mexican some time ago. Chance has
traded Hal Chase, one of the greatest
lirst basemen in baseball. The other
is Jake Daubcrt, who is mentioned

I.

HAL CHASE.

"

t

'"'

1)

".i

20

2:!
22
24

20
1X
12

Summary.
hurdle, first heat: 3. P.
Nicholson, Missouri first; P. L. BusS.
Ofstei,
by, Purdue, second; H.
seconds.
Wisconsin, third. Time 17
Second heat, 120 yards high hurdles: J. R. Case, Illinois, first; G.
,
Hazen, Kansas, second; G. M. Cliritz-manWisconsin, third. Time 17 seconds.
D.
G.
100 yard dash, first heat:
Wood, 'California, first; ,1. C. Phelps,
Chicago,
Illinois, second; F. Ward,
seconds.
third. Time 10
100 yard dash, second heat: C. O.
Parker, Chicago, first; P. O. Schley,
Wisconsin, second; W .A. Falk, Iowa,
third.
Tormey, one of Wisconsin's stars,
was disqualified in the 100 yard dash
for "breaking" three times before
Starter Delaney fired the gun in the
first heat.
Dash, third heat: A Ham
itt, Illinois, first; D. Knight, Chicago,
second; B. Knudson, Wisconsin, third.
seconds.
Time: 10
Mile run: H. H. Wood, California,
first; A. Thorsen, Northwestern, second; W. A. Cope, Illinois, third; H. M.
120 yards

5

National
At

Pittsburgh-Philadel-

League.

phia

6 11
0 3

Pittsburgh

0
1

Mayer and Dooin; Camnitz, O'Toole,
Ferry and Simon, Mansor.
Cincinnati
game postponed;

Brooklyn-Cincinnat-

i

rain.

American League.
"
At Boston
Cleveland
Boston
(Called end of first halt'

'

4i0-Yar- d

!

"me.
nash, final heat: F.
-

f

At Philadelphia

5
9
10 10

3
0

Baumgardner, Adams, Weilman and
Asnew; Bnsh, Brown and Lapp.
At Washington

Detroit
Washington
Dauss and
and Henry.

UK'
1

JlcKei

Groom,

0
1

F.ngle

H. Dupre of Ohio

in the mile run.

-

J.

Slate took the lead

after its first furlong and clung to it
until Thorsen of Xorthwestern caught
him. The two ran step for step for
200 yards when Thorsen stepped out in
front and led until the quarter point.
Then Wood of California shot into the
van and ran away from the bunch,
finishing 43 yards in front of Thorsen.
Hurdles, final: .1. R. Case,
Illinois, first; D. Hazen, Kansas, second; H. S. Ofstie, Wisconsin, third;
'P L. Busby, Purdue, fourth. Time.
d

Discus throw: H. M. Butt, Illinois,
first, 127 feet, !) inches; T. K. Thatch- feet' i inches;
jnssuii' second-i2!K. Shattuck,. California,
third, 124
7.
June
Lowering fpet 3 jnc1PS. H. V. Ruffner, Purdue,
Madison, Wis.,
fkies and chilly weather prevailed tt-- fourth. 321 feet, 10
inches.
day for the thirteenth annual conferA cold wind swept tlie
ence meet.
jMQT0R BQAT RACE
field and threatened to interfere sen-- ;
JQ EERMUrA START6.
IIIMUFID
Willi
ami
UUHiy
Vith n mils- ..ycuwio
Philadelphia, June 7
in field events as well. A heavy
send-of- f
from
and thou
river
craft
ing
steam roller was run over the track sands
the
of persons. who watched
.
today before the meet, which was;
n f,
res
,m,p mntn
scheduled to begin at 2 o'clock in an ;;oalg pream Knrbara
and Tocsam
effort to squeeze out some of the wa- - crossed the
starting line at 1:30 p. m.
ter which soaked in during the rain today for their
long race to Berlast night.
muda.
"Scratches" reduced the fields in
The Barbara II, the first of the
nearly every event and it was said motor boats racing to Bermuda
to
was
that the number of competitors
reach Marcus Hook, 18 miles from
probably the smallest that has taken
fl
part m a conference meet in the last
,
The T(J(,?anl
H()ok
seven years.
Indiana unvemty
lhe Dreatn at 4;- - p. m.
and
Drake and Ames withdrew all their
1

j
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PLAYED

TO-DA- Y

West Side Tennis Club, Xew York.
June 6. Before a gallery which tested
the capacity of the stands the United
States and Australasian tennis teams
played the third game of their Davis
cup preliminary matches here this afternoon.
With two victories already lo their
credit, the American team needed but
one of the three remaining matches to
clinch the right to enter the second
round against Germany, to be played
k- England next month.
The one match played this afternoon was the doubles, which brought
together Maurice E. McLaughlin and
Harold H. Hackett, representing the
United States, and Stanley X. Doust
and A. B. Jones for Australasia.
Hackett won the toss and chose
service in' the south court.
The American pair forced their opponents to the hack court and by
brilliantly volleying, took the first
game,
McLoughlin brought a round of applause by running far to the right of
the court and returning a cross-coushot from Jone'a- - racquet, which appeared to be a sure point. The Australasians took a hand at the net game
and won the second game,
Hackett twice "nursed" the., ball
back for points and then clinched the
third game,
by a clever side line
placement. Jones fooled Hackett with
a backhand turn and then .Hackett
scored the winning point with a fast
alley shot. Score, fourth game,
With the score 30 all, McLoughlin
won the fifth game with two terrific
smashes from back court which the
visitors could not handle.

entrants.
The absence of E. O. OliDhant. CAPTAIN AMERICAN POLO
TEAM BREAKS COLLARBONE,
Purdue's!
which seriously weakened
point getting ability, was unexplain- - j
Xew York, June 7 Foshall Keene,
e(j
The wind shifted to a few points j captain of the newly selected Ameri-wes- t
On Jones' service the Australasians
of north and was chillier than can polo team, broke his collarbone
ever at 2 o'clock. It blew directly up today in a practice game at Meadow won the sixth by a love score. Outs
the stretch, right into the faces of j Brook. The accident will compel the by Doust gave the game to the United
the sprinters and hurdlers all the selection of another member on the States,
Black thunderclouds from the west
way and of the distance men on the American team.
I

j

$68.55

j

A Soluble Antiseptic Powder

Budapest, June 7. The emperor,
Francis Joseph, as King of Hungary,
has instructed Count Stephen Tisz,
speaker of the lower house of the Hungarian parliament, to form a new cabinet to replace the cauinet under Dr.
Ladis Von Lukachs, which recently

It is expected that Count Tisz will
again appoint Dr. Lukanchs and his
colleagues to the offices they formerly
held.

Paul Doran, of this city, lias been
by .Mayor Sellers, of Albu-- i
querque as this city's representative
en the committee to arrange for the
Fe automobile race
Albuquerque-Santwhich it is planned to hold July 4th.
The other members of the committee
are: Colonel R. K. Twitchell, of Las
Vegas; Charles Day, of Gallup; E. C.
Sperry, Raton; C. H. Brown, Magda-lenand F. M. Farnsworth, Roswell,
as chairmen in their respective dis-t- i
'cts for the big Albuquerque to Santa Fe automobile race on July 4. J. D.
comColeman, of the Coleman-Blanpany, of Albuquerque, has' been made
chairman of the committee on arrangements for the event.
Colonel Sellers yesterday wrote to
William Sehimph, secretary of the
American Automobile association, for
? copy of the association's rules governing the contest. The race will be
conducted under A. A. A. rules.
Notification was received yesterday
that
by the Albuquerque committee
Charles C. Catron would enter a car in
the race, Cars are expected to be entered from Roswell, Magdalena, Raton
and Las Vegas, since the prizes to be
offered will be worth competing for.
A mass meeting will be held by automobile enthusiasts at the Albuquerque commercial club next Tuesday
a

,i,r fr mnnniis membrane af-or
fections, such as sore throat, nasal
pelvic catarrh, inflammation or uiio-tiocaused by female ills? Women who
Salt Lake City, Utah, June 7. Gov- have been cured say "it is worth its
ernor Amnions ,of Colorado, and Gov- weight in gold. " Dissolve in water and
ernor Spry of Utah, met with the Utah apply locally. For ten years the Lydia
Highway commission here today and E. Pinkham Medicine Co. has recomperfected arrangements for the com-- , mended Paxtine in their private
with women.
pletion of the Midland and Grand
Junction road by July 1. At this date
For all hygienic and toilet uses it has
the tour of the Xational Automobile no equal. Only 60c. a large box at Drug-cisor sent postpaid on receipt of price.
association will be made over the link
in the Transcontinental highway.
The Paxton Toilet Co.. boston. Mass.

ANOTHER LINK
ADDED TO ROAD

n,

ts

HUERTA REGIME
ISSUES THREAT

FE
AUTO RACE JULY FOURTH.

k

.

'

Thirteen started

July 7th to 12th.

selected

rain.)
!St. Louis
Philadelphia

CONVENTION

1

inning,

k

!l.

B. P. O. E.

0

American Association.
jc
At: Louisville, First game
Cors 2
1
Us, Illinois, first; R. L. Sanders, Illi Columbus
2
4 1
Louisville
.1.
IT.
Hunter.
Illinois,
nois, second;
Tipple. Vance and Smith; Louder-milthird; X. D. Bassett, Wisconsin,
and Clemmons.
fourth. Time: :5l.
Dash, final: A. Hamniitt,
At Kansas City
Illinois, first; C. O. Parker, Indiana,
1
C
1
second; J. Phelps, Illinois, third; D. St. Paul
G
2
2
Kansas City
Knight, Chicago, fourth. Time: 10
The total points for five events as
Rieger, Walker and Miller; Sehlitza and O'Conner.
fellow's:
Illinois, 29; California, 7; Xorthwest-em- ,
3; Ohio. 1; Wisconsin, 3; Chicago,
TENNIS DOUBLES
t; Kansas City, 3; Purdue, 2; Missouri
!"-

j

ALBUQUERQUE-SANT-

d

5

Shan-okin-

HUNGARIAN CABINET

Today's Games.

have home stretch.

FRANK M. JONES,

beforehand."
The message of the Americans was
transmitted by wireless through Con- - Office United States Bank Building
(t'lliST KLOOK)
the
sul Miller to D. W. Canada,
who
Amercan consul at Vera Cruz, to be
has
purchased the InsurPa., June 7 Two miners forwarded to
It says in! ance Business of the L. A.
Washington.
dozen
a
than
lied and ufre
were
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
were li.jured today in an explosion in part:
"Having been left without any pro-- , good com parries, good'protection
tho Si. it sha'.i, four miles from hers, tectum whatever on the
part of both
opera 'J by the Susquehanna Coal sides of the
present controversy,
anOfficials
the
of
company
company.
therefore we cau orjy look for protec-- i
nounce that no men were entombed, tion from our own
We must!
but mine workers declare that they know once and for couitry.
all if we can ex- believe other men were still in the
the same. Having been subjected
mine. The explosion occurred in the to
GRAND LODGE
and a great variety of in- slights
miie
a
(1
a
seco:
lift of
slope, almost
in
and
the last
dignities
gross abuse
Und' : ground, and the slope imme- few
days, the situation calls for more
fire.
caught
diately
serious preparations for our personal
John Wier, inside superintendent safety and the defense of our families
ROCHESTER, N. Y.,
and his assistants, organized a rescu- and our interests. Therefore, we;
ing party and within an hour two dead have assembled to consider the best
and fourteen injured were brought to way. We consider protection neces-- j
RATsEAFNRTrU
the surface. The dead men were sary now, since after death it will be
foreign speaking miners and nearly of no use."
Dates of Sale, July J, 4 and 5
all 1'ie injured are also foreigners. Of
The message declares, in addition,
the injured at least two are expected that the petitioners have borne finan-- j Return Limit 30 days from
to c'ie.
cial loss recently, but most of them date of sale, within which time
A:' or several hours' work the rescu- cannot obey the advice of
"get away, original starting point must be
ing party came on a group of 20 min- from danger,"
for their departure
Low rates from all
ers iu the burning shaft. They were would mean the abandonment of the reached.
on the Santa Fe.
stations
other
surface.
to
the
were
taken
unhurt and
accumulations of a life time.
S.
LUTZ,
H.
Agent,
in
It is not believed any more mfn are
"We consider the lives of ourselves
the mine.
and families in danger and the sit-- ! Santa Fe, . . New Mexico.
nation has justified this petition sev-- j
Washington, D. C June 7. Direcior eral times in the last few days.
Hc'.mes, of the bureau of mines, litu
"It is no longer doubtful that the
ordered recue car No. 1 from Wilkes-barr- slightest spark will bring on the
that thousands of
to the Shamokin disaster. It is dread conflagration
at any moment. Do you realize the fact
women are now using
in charge of Jesse Hanson, and carried !n many instances the small
arms
trained rescuers with oxygen equip-- told American citizens by the Amerint.
can government for their protection,
have been demanded and in some Instances they have, been taken."
NEW
WILL NAME

SPECIAL TO WOMEN

American Association.
Columbus at Louisville, two games.
Toledo at Indianapolis.
Minneapolis at Milwaukee.
St. Paul at KansaB City.

"EABE" BORTON.
ROLLY ZEIDER.

j

17TI4 ANNUA!
FIELD MEET
ON AT (VlAmAN

,535
,5o5
.511
.50'i
.455
.410
.27,'

-

American League.
Chicago at New York.
Detroit at Washington.
Cleveland at Boston.
St. Louis at Philadelphia.

j

cast-abou-

.O'!0

'i- -

.

Pet.
.071

i

National League.
Brooklyn at Cincinnati.
Boston at Chicago.
Philadelphia at Pittsburg
New York at St. Louis.

j

WHO WAS IT THAT
GOT STUNG HERE

on-o-

"

Chase for Zeider and Borton, the YanInfielder
Roger
kee leader secured
Peckenpaugh from Cleveland for two,
players.
For the White Sox, Chase should
prove a find. As Chick Gandil made
so snouia
Washington a contender,
"Prince Hal" make the Chicago club
almost, if not exactly a pennant win
ner. Chase snouia Dai oeuer man uv
has for the last couple of years in his
new surroundings, and the infield will
have no complaint to make that first
base fails to play up to the speed of
the rest of the combination while
Chase is playing the bag.

Tomorrow afternoon at the College
grounds, the local Elks baseball club
garbed In their beautiful new uniforms for the first time, will tackle
the champion White Sox, and both
teams will have an opportunity to deliver the article of ball the tans of
this city expect. The local fans will
attend in large numbers tomorrow
and will continue to patronize the local clubs providing they are not compelled to pay admission and waste the
afternoon witnessing a farce comedy.
Both teams realize that they have not
in the past delivered the article of
ball which would command the support of the public, and the members
of both teams have been playing practice games with the penitentiary team
and also practicing each evening getting in shape for the game tomorrow.
The material on both teams is of
high class and they are capable of
producing the class of ball equal to
that of any teams in the southwest,
and it is to be hoped that each individual player will tomorrow do his
utmost to enlist the support and approbation of those who attend, and it
will also insure the support of the
large colony of baseball fans in this
city.
')TO
"Yontz" the new pitcher secured by
the Elks will make his debut on the
slab for the antlwrad tribe, with Joe
Berardinelli at the receiving end, and
with Clancy, Dunbaugh, Keefe, Koch,
Pete Berardinelli, Frye and Closson
to complete the lineup, there is no
reason why the Elks should not give
a good account of themselves.
"Johnny Mares" the spitball star of
the White Sox, and Griego, the snappy
little backstop will handle the reins
back of the bat, and the Sox will pree
linesent the balance of their
up, which has played side by side for
so long.
Altogether, tomorrow's game ought
to be a cracker jack, and both teams
know that on their showing tomorrow
depends the support of the local fans.
Game called at 3 p. m. sharp. So be

t

.:l.2
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Where They Play Today

H

-

t)

Wi

Won. Lost,

'

Napoleon of the game
stood pat on his lineup.
Next there is the case of Frank
Chance, erstwhile peerless leacle:- ol
the Cubs, now groping in the darkness
and reaching out in all directions in a
wild effort to lay his hands on something or somebody to strengthen his
cheerless New York club.
So Chance offered Hal Chasa to the
highest bidder, and odd though il may
seem, the bids weren't very lugh, judging from the trade the orange grove
magnate made.
Think of the peerless first btseman
going In exchange for Rollie Zeider, a
t
on the White Sox trjim and
first baseman Borton, a recruit, who
hasn't yet cut his wisdom teeth in the
The ordinary observer
big show.
jumps immediately to the conclusion
that Frank Chance was stung in that
'deal. Yet the master of the
probably has his own reasons for
making the trade and these reasons
cast on the scales probably would
cause a balance.
Even before this trade Chance had
pulled one in which he gave two play
ers for one. Stump, the athlete now
playing first for Toledo, was traded
to Cleveland alon with Jack LeUvelt,
an outfielder, for Peckenpansh, the
shortstop, whose three erroi were
partly recently responsible for lie loss
of Xew York's first game with Boston.
That Cleveland did not expect to
profit greatly by the trade was shown
hustled
by the fact that Somers
Stump off to Toledo in a great hurry
to replace the fielding marvel for the
seldom-hittinLelivet is
Bluhmer.
with Cleveland as a pinch hitter but
jl'e, too, is liable to be hustled away
to Toledo on a day's notice.
at
Chance is using Peckenpaugh
short and believes he will make a winner out of him. It is pretty hard to
guess the stinger and the slingee in
this trade. The passing of the season
may show.
And now they are talking things of
a Ty Cobb-IIa- l
Chase trade with numerous players to boot.of course.
If this one should be pulled it easily
would overshadow all the others. And
it's a good bet that somebody will be
etung .

ia
Somebody's big league manage
should
It
to
get stuuq. Perhaps
poing
ie said that some magnate's manager
On'y th?
already has been stung.
pain of the sting hasn't developer. y'.
There is the case ot John J. "vie
Graw, the astute manager of '.ho Xev
York Giants, and Joe Tinker, the
trains of the Cincinnati cluli. Mc
Graw became, imbued with the idea
that he needed Pitcher Fromme, a hn'f
and halt pitcher always, and I'r.n gaining of his need cost the Giar.'. manager three athletes of fair (and
repute, Red Ames, a pitcher
Heine Groh. an infielder, and Josh
the diminutive outfielder, vhi
will be remembered by Boston bugs
D8 the daylight burglar who save! tt-bacon of Richard de Marquis d! Ma
f
quard by the catch of his life in
the world's series games lar-- fall
No wthe question is, who got shn??
Cincinnati is willing to admit that Mc
Graw is guilty. Xew York is waiting
to be shown.
McGraw Has Lost Some Confidence.
But one thing everyone knows. M"
Graw has lost some confidence in the
ability of his team to win a hirl
straight pennant. Otherwise th? littl i

.512

TWO KILLED IN
E BLAZE

pe-c-

Denver
;st. Joseph
Lineoim
Lincoln
Omaha
lies Moines
;C:oux City
iTopeka
Wichita

would

there.

22
24

Western League.

high-clas-

old-tim-

-

20
20
20
i

Club.

high-price- d

TO-MORRO- W

13

25

'New York

to prevent other first sackers letting
their imagination run away with them.
In sending Chase to the White Sox,
Frank Chance secured Rollie Zeider as
third baseman and Babe Borton as
lirst base guardian. He also wanted
Morris Hath, but failed to get him.
In Zeider, the Yankees have secured one of the best players in the land.
He is a natural third baseman, but
could not play regularly with the Sex,
because of the presence of the
Harry Lord. He was used as
utility player and in consequence had
little opportunity to show his real
worth. Playing regularly, he will
"
bolster up the Yankee infield. Borton
is a fair first baseman, he is apt to des
performer.
velop into a
Chance will play first part of the
time, but cannot be depended upon
to be a regular.
Prior to trading

UNIFORMED ELKS
US. WHITE SOX

limit

Pet.
773
.723

1

24

Cleveland
Washington
Chicago
Boston
St. Louis

s

first-clas-

Lost.

Won.

Club.

j

.410

ni

.

.17

with their attempt to .Interrupt the deliberation of the Baikal
peace conference at St. James palace
vesterdav.
Each of them was fined $5, or as an
alternative, 14 days' imprisonment
The prisoners unfurled suffragette
banners while they were in the prisoner's enclosure and other suffragettes present in the court shouted,
reprotests against the magistrate for
fusing a postponement.
nection

Eagle Pass, Texas, June 7. A lutter
purporting to be issued by the Huerta
minister of war in Mexico City, warning Constitutionalists to lay down
their arms immediately, reached here
today. The note threatened Constitutionalists with being "pertinaciously
punished until they are exterminated
without pity."
Federal forces south of Monclova, PANAMA CANAL NEARS FINISH.
Mexico, are reported to have returned
Panama, June 7. It is announced
to Monterey or Saltillo.
officially that all the heavy concrete
work of the six locks of the Panama
etmal have been completed. The lower
SUFFRAGETTES FINED FOR
Pedro MiDAMAGES TO PROPERTY. guard gates at Gatun and
guel and the upper guards at
will be closed about June 13,
London, June 7. Mr. and Mrs.
to fill.
Pethick Lawrence,
Mrs. Emnieline to allow Lake Gatun
Panlihurst, Miss Christabel Pank-hurs- t
MAY FIGHT
Mira-f.ore-

and Mrs. Mabel Tuke, representing the Woman's Social and Political
Union, were today condemned by the
killer's bench rnnrt tn i,nv 81 Sin Hum.
ages m a sun Drought Dy a number or
West End London shop keepers for
damages done in smashing windows
during suffragette raids.
It is expected that many similar
ruits will follow.
The police magistrate today refused
to grant a postponement for the preparation of their evidence to three suffragettes who were brought up in con

WOLGAST

RITCHIE JULY FOURTH.
Francisco, June 7. Wolgast's
manager returned tonight from Lake
Ritchie's
county, bearing Champion
agreement to fight Ad Wolgast on
July 4, provided the promoter of the
match would offer the same terms as
bout. The profor the Ritchie-River- s
posal was taken under advisement by
the promoter.
San

Work for the Xew Mexican. It ia
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.

THESE MEN WILL WRING WATER OUT OF RAILROAD PROPERTY AND
TELL US EXACTLY WHAT IT IS WORTH.
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The men who will determine the physical valuation of the railroads of the country meaning that these chaps
will find out exactly what every tie, rail, car, engine, station building, warehouse, . machine shop, tool, etc.,
would bring if offered for sale to the highest bidder. They are, from left to right: Howard M. Jones, J. 8. Wor-lePence and Thompson come from the Wisconsin and
Edwin F. Wendt, W. D. Pence, and RAA. Thompson.
California Railroad Valuation, Respectively.! It Is estimated that ten years will be consumed by the experts in
"
"'y,.' V"
completing their great task.
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UNITED STATES BANK

Does a General Banking

President.

Rejady Trimmed

SEVERAL

Business

VISITORS

INTERESTED

HATS

j

about advertising, suoscriptions or
job work, please call up "286." If
you wish to speak to the editor or give
any news, please phone "21 "
FOLLOW
THE SMART SHOPPERS TO THE WHITE HOUSE.

IN

WATCHING THE PROCEEDINGS -- THE
STATE SUPERINTENDENT
TO

ADDRESS

THE TEACHERS

THIS TIMESUPT.

W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier

UNABLE
AT

CONWAY MAKES

M GOODS GO.
Ladies' Wash Dresses

ADOLF

is

Your Patronage Solicited
N. B. LAl'GHLliN,

PAGE Fi

IN TELEPHONING
The New Mexican, if your business

GREAT INTEREST

CAPITAL $50,000 00

MEXICAN

LOCAL (TENS.

INSTITUTE IS OF

TRUST CO.

&

m

Zook's Cold Cream is line for
or windburn.
Take a jar with
iyou on your vacation.
The White House Today offers you
j
inducements that have never
been
eiiualed by any house in New Mexico.
The ladies should consult this ad be- fore shopping.
FOR SALIC All kinds of building
lumlier.
Galteteo street,
St. Michael's Boys Hike The stud- ents of St. Michael's college went on
picnic hikes today. One division of
the boys went up Santa I'V canyon,
while the others went out towards
Arroyo Hondo.
YOl'XO .MAN wish'1 to lbwith
I'"vaie niiuiiy. uan nirnisii best of
references. Address A. I!. C. led. New

At Less

'

Than Cost

MRS. W. LINDHARDT

SELIGMAN

SPECIAL SHOWING!

125 Palace Ave
LOW PRICKS

LOW PRICES

1

I

tation with your doctor at once. The
next important step is to take his pre210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.
PHONE 180.
scription straight to Zook's where it
The institute opened this morning
will be filled right.
in its regular order, with all teachers
EVERYTHING FOR EVERYBODY
I
AT THE WHITE HOUSE.
present.
A little
White
State Superintendent
sent
Go, Get Thee
anonymous
bird has supplied the city editor with
word he had been called away to
I.NSIRE WITH imWARD AND REST CONTENT.
Carlsbad and would be unable to ail- the following; fact which is followed
dress the institute this morning, as
by such hideous meter in the nin- We are offering two HOMES on
is
posed verse, that though there
arranged by the committee.
something in the item, (he "vers1'' Conductor
then asked
Wagner
Street from five 10 seven blocks from
consigned to the amply and hungry
Supt. Conway to address the leach- Down,
Plaza at BARGAIN PRICFS.
maw of the waste basket.
Balance, $10.00 Per Month
Larjre lots, good buildings, fences and
T!j
ers. The snnerimendent Kiiid in nnrt
is that, an observant
who
That the first week of the institute xu'xieanpemoii,
trees. Exceptionally desirable for the family who wants to keep
Deed--191- 3
C!"ss Dance Don't forget the P i;j eschews the practice, and who avers
was drawing to a close and he was
he
or she, as the case may be,
horses, a cow, or to have garden patch. These will go quick. Are
pleased and entirely satisfied with thefclaS!i dance at Library hail Tuesday that,
work so far accomplished,
lie could evening, June, 10. The tiekels are $! would not put a quietus on it, has
you interested ?
see a remarkable Improvement in the 1' r couple and can be secured by any noticed several young hearts whose
i:e at lJutt llros or Hie Capital City fancy lightly turns to love, exchangappearance and at titude the different
ing oscillatory microbes, by the light-o- f
teachers assumed, lie was indeed I'hanmicy.
the moon or the electric flame furWAXTICD
anxious to see a reflection of Hie work
Second hand tent, IDxlJ
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe. N. M.
nished by the
light
(C. A.
company as
of the institute, in every school he o- larger. Plume 271 .1.
visited during the coming year. As-- I
All boys and girls who intend
to (hey sit in blissful ignorance of tlie
TnT'S REAL "ESTATOaYWaR'I) JJ AS IT.
INSURANCE
SURETY BONDS-LOsured them
that experience
had have a plot in the school gardens presence of any one. The practice of
in other words is said, to be
taught an important lesson and was, must remember that .Monday niorn- - kissing,
Phone, 189 J.
mai success in me county scnoois ing at ,s o clock, the Hour to begin not only inin vogue but at fever heat,
by couples as they sit.
could only be attained by rigid super- - work for the prizes, firing your hoe, indulged
:
:
119 San Francisco St.,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
vision on the part of the county super-- i rake and whatever se"ds you wish! alone in the park and in the capitoi
i ins is not
Kiuiinus.
given as a news
intendeut. Preparations are being to planl.
DON'T FAIL TO ATTEND OUR 9Sc litem, for similar couples were doing1
made, he said, for the enforcement of
A
the same thing long before the gar-- '
the compulsory
school attendance iSALE AT THE WHITE HOUSE.
of
dens
the
Creeks
in
wre
When
can
bloom,
we
taw ana mat. next jear
wouicl
you
buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFIMi
The
Telegram of Congratulations
have an almost complete attendance Santa Ke chamber of commerce has but the fact is noticeable only as it
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol? I have a fine
has
aroused
the
of
attention
some
in the rural districts.
The school sc.,lt tt telegram of greeting and
assortment of the Sterneau " Inferno," all high-grad- e
If anyone does not like
passers-by- .
next year will be much bei- ,ltl,hition t the convention nt
chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
the
is
scribe
inclined to say
ter, and prepared
upon a larger inercial clubs and chambers of com- - it,
meal, and the percolators which will make a cup
with Hamlet, "(Jo act thee In :i mm.
scale, lie stated he had learned to reerce
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
being held at Clevis, and which ery."
love his work and the teachers asso- assembled
there
yesterday.
:
License Numbers,
ciated with him and predicted
a
Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.
FAR SAL K Good team of driving
H. C. YONTZ, JEWELF2R, SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
INDiCTMENTS DISMISSED,
year in educational horses, buggy and harness,
Next Door to Postoffice.
iiargain
ARRESTED ON INFORMATION.
matters of the county. He spoke
C.
Cm mo
most highly of the work in manual price for (juiek sale. C.
Denver, Colo., June 7 At the reI'm me, Phono 21 4 W., Santa Fe.
and
domestic
science, pointquest of District. Attorney John A.
training
Federal Building The Kush, Judge Charles C.
Rewiring
ing to some of the work already in
Butler, of
Mr.
evidence.
Conway dwelt at federal building is being rewired, the the criminal division of the district
new
is
to
system making
possible
court, this morning quashed all inlength upon the importance of proper
preparation, that the people were fast turn on the lights by means of a push dictments which were returned hv
realizing the necessity of employing button in the wall. Under the old the count V train! inrv muv uii;,.,,
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
only those teachers who were on the system a ciiair or a step ladder had to subsequent to May 15, The reason
A. WILLIAMS,
- - PROPRIETOR.
!lt thu signed was the absence
road to advancement,
lie can-- j be 111,0(1 ,0 tul'n tue liSls
of Grand
chandelier
direct.
I
I.
tioned the teachers against discriniiI. Gardner, who is a
Juror
fugitive
nation of whatever description, and' Are You Tall or Short? It. makes from justice, charued with
m riimt.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best mentioned several instances wherein no difference with AlcClintoek. He ing to juvenile delimiuoncy. Hush at
Hack and
ReLines.
teachers had proven utter failures, can build clothes to make you the once filed direct information in each
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
to
case
the
fact
lacked
of
that
the
fellow.
Had
other
which
The swell
owing
envy
been dismissed, and
Best Rigs you can
they
the necessary tact, and ability to get dressers of Santa Fe are mv best ad- - bail was fixed at the same amount reSADDLE
POMES.
AND
TWO
FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
PROMPT SERVICE.
along, and accept conditions as they vertisement.
Ask them. Xot a shoddy Quired under tin? indictments.
104 DON GASPER ST.
Telephone 9 W
really are, and to try to Improve on piece of goods in my emporium. Read!
Phone
139.
San
310
Francisco
St.
them as much as possible. The super- - Hie inducements in Ins .l
PEACE TREATY WITH
. lintendent indicated by his talk, his
URUGUAY NEGOTIATED,
SHOES, SHOES, SHOES TO FITl'
(intention of aiding the teachers in YOUR FEET AND POCKETBOOK AT
Montevideo, T'ruguay, June 7. The
v,ttJ. gramme, mm ui uuiu ing ijHE WHITE HOUSE.
jor-i.Uruguayan senate today
gave its!
THE AMERICAN
conditions for the better.
scouts Return The Hoy .Scouts re-- ! sanction to the conclusion of a treaty
Mrs. Joseph Hersch was an inter- - turned about 7 o'clock last night from of arbitration between Uruguay and
ested visitor, and spent the greater their live days trip to Espanola and the (.'nited States.
part of the forenoon, watching the the Puye cliffs. They report a most
teachers at their work.
enjoyable trip, and took pains to let
J. A. Wood was the Ancient City know they had re5'
We Can
You Money.
a welcome visitor during the forenoon turned last evening by driving around
the plaza and letting out. a few
session. He mingled with the
214
ers, and was very much interested in
1
Whether you need a large or a
the work they are doing.
for
Buy
WATERMARK
small hot. water bottle, you will find
NOW OPEN
WHOLESALE
the size you want at, Zook's.
AND RETAIL.
-:- HOPE ABANDONED FOR
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
Under a New Management.
Cattle Shipment A trainload
of
INJURED SUFFRAGETTE.
TRADE
MARK
Epsom. Eng., June 7. Mis3 JirMly 27 cars of cattle went north on the
New Cook and New Bill of Fare.
Guaranteed Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
RCGISTCSfL D
Wilding Davison, the suffragette who D. H. G. this morning en route to
IIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIll
was injured in attempting to stop the Hooper, Colo. They were shipper! by
Everything Clean and
G. W. Linger of Denver, who bought
king's horse in the derby on WednesWell
Cooked.
day, is in a sinking condition at, tlx; them in the neighborhood of Mugda- PRICES ARE RIGHT.
Another trainload
local hospital. The doctors in attend- lena for feeders.
M. O'CONNELL,
ance declared that there is no hope of 25 cars will be sent out Monday, p
- - 1 16
Come and See.
Not counting these shipments, over
for her recovery.
business-buildin- g
first-clarealized
the
EDYTII
MRS.
of
only
125 cars of cattle have gone into Co-- ;
WILLIAMS),
lorado in the past, 61) days over the
stationery, you would choose 3'our own Bond Paper and
Every Woman narrow gauge.
iru-fIn interested and should
Sher-- !
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
McKlnley County Prisoners
know about the wonderful iff R. L. Roberts of
Gallup, McKiniey
Marvel
-county, and Deputies W. K. Jones and
to make
business stationery
And,
you
Jjoucne Arthur Gore, arrived here yesterday
100
with six prisoners sentenced to serve
efficient, you would specify
DISTRIBUTOR OF
various terms in the state peniten- Aslcynurdrusrfrlstfor
ft. If he cannot sup
r
j wo rrr. tiary.
C'abo-jdThe prisoners are John
ply tno MAKVKL,.
sentenced to be hung June 20th
accept m other, but
send stn mp for book.
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
for murder; George Swan, !)0 years
Marvel Co., 44 E. 23d St.. N.T.
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
for murder; Joe Finn, larceny,
18
'months to two years; .Manuel Mares,
water.
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
larceny of horses, 3 to 4 years, and
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe. New Mex.
two
12
18
to
Navajo Indians, larceny,
KAUNE
GG. '
H.
months.
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THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
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impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
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specify COUPON BOND today.
Let us show you samples.
NEW

And see the

difference.

MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY. AGENTS.

Santa

Ke. N.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
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ft. 1 W.. N. M.
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He names the following wltLesses
Small Holding Claim No. 5838 017877. to prove his actual continuous adverse
Department of the Interior, United possession of said tract for twenty
States Land Oflice, Santa Fe, N. M., years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
April 9, 1813.
Notice is hereby givpn that the
J. J. Pala7ar, of Cnbn, N. M.; Hilarlo
claimant has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof la of LaJara, N. M.; Diego Morales, of
LaJara, X. M.
v
support of his claim under Sections 16
Any person who desires to protest
and 17 of the act of March 3, 1F91
against the allowance of said proof, or
(26 Slats., 354), as amended by the who knows
act of February 21, 1893 (27, Stats under the of any substantial reason
laws and regulations of the
470), and that said proof will be made interior
Department why such proof
before Juan C. Sandoval at Cuba, N. should
not be allowed will be given an
M., on May 20th, viz: Fortino Castillo
at the
NW
SE opportunity
NW
for the S
time and place to
the
NW
NW
NE
NW
witness of Baid claimant, and to offer
NW
NW
NE
NW
SW
evidence in rebuttal of that submitted
W
N
SE
NW
NE
by claimant.
NE 4 NW
Sec. 3, T. 21 N., B.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
1 W.. and S
SE
SW
SW
NE 4 SE
Register.
SE
SW 4 SW
NE
SW
SE
SW
SW
SE
SE
NE
W
SW
It will not pay you to waste your
SW
NW
SE
SW
time writing out your lecal forma
NE
&E
S
N when you can get them already prlnt-1-NW
S
SE
SE 4 NW
NE
SW ed at the New Mexican
SE
Printing
NW
SE
See. 84, T. 22 N, Company.
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and Price the Quality

because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality-chara- cter

4

jiMeM Grocery

j

The De Luxe Business Paper
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(Fac-Simi-

really
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LMANAOKH.

wanted

Phone
Cash.
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IF YOU BUSINESS MEN
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Flour

4

2

afternoon, June 9, at 2:30 o'clock, at
tin; library building. A full attendance
jef members is requested, as plans for
the Plaza Fete will be discussed. In
ilhis connection and while on this
Its not a new Idea, but one
if might be well to mention that,
well worth considering when
iall persons who will make donations
you buy your Groceries. The
of cream or ico cream should notify
purity and wholesomeness o!
the committee, of which Mrs. Charles
all foods sold In our store!
Is your best kind of Healtr
Haynes is chairman, so that the committee will know beforehand
how
Insurance for you. !fsrior
much of thdt supply they will have
goods are not sold by in. We t
and how to make airangements accord
leave that to thos who wlsr!
HIGH!
to take chances.
ingly,
DRESS BETTER AND PAY LESSi
QUALITY AND A PRICE AS
AT THE WHITE HOUSE.
LOW AS THIS
QUALITY
Burned Her Drxss A lady who
WILL PERMIT Is the basis
lives on Palace avenue heard the wailupon which we want our!.
ing of a young girl out in front of her
P'easM
reputation to rest.
'home lately and being solicitous went
remember this.
out to see what was the matter.
on the scene she found the
young miss crying as if her heart
ft tct"
wculd break, an.1 thought that she
must have received physical injury.
load of Finding
out the cause it developed
Boss
that the girl had been riding on the
back seat of a motorcycle,
which
PURE FOODS
vehicle, driver and all had disappeared. The story is: Girl, dress, gasoline,
Monarch Canned Goods,
breeze, a fire, and a ruined garment.
Richelieu Canned Goods,
This story is a true one and happened
Hunt's Hand Peeled Califor- en
one of Santa Fe's finest resident
nia Canned Fruits.
streets.
It furnishes edibles
for
Thought, and Thought having digested
CHASE & SANBORN'S
it, it leads on to Conclusion, and ConCoffee.
clusion has stated to the Newsman of
the New Mexican that it might be
handed ovr to Moral who could make
fcood use of it.
Moral might hand
down an opinion something like this
KAUNE & GO. Girls had better not go riding on the
H.
back seats of motorcycles, but If they
will go they had better be clad in
chaps or some kind of asbestos clothing.
Saf
Serious Sickness calls for a consul- sub-jec-

--

DPfPIVPH
Another car
Patent Flour.

Mrs. Warner

SUMMER TOURIST

now furnishing us
with her fresh HOME
MADE BREAD and
ROLLS, PIES, COFFEE CAKES, LAYER
CAKES, Etc., every
hour in the day. If
you have tried them
we need say no more,
but if you have not,
jret busy, you don't
know what you have
Is

RAT
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO,
TO

Denver,
Chicago,

STRAWBERRIES

FOR

PRESERVING.

u,

J
ui

"

CALIPORFIA
ac cc
$55.55

LOS ANGELES,
SAN DIEGO,

SAN DIEGO,

FRANCISCO,

OAKLAND.

sale daily, June 1st to Sept. 30th, I9IJ.

LOS ANGELES,

Vy0

Return limit, October 31st,

1913

EXCURSIONS
SAN F3ANCISC0,
OAKLAND,

Dates of sale, June 30 July I, 2, 3, i, 5, 6, 7.
Also on sale Aupst 22, 23, 2t, 25, 26. 27, 23, 21

S.

Where Prices ar Bst
Far
Quality

SAN

SPECIAL

FINE CANDIES

47.35

51.85 Buffalo, N.Y., . . 66.45
New York
78.85 Atlantic City, . . 79.35
October
On sale
limit,
daily June lsttoSept.30th. r IReturn
.
.
c
oo isi, except mai 10 points east orr vniccgo
anat 01.
uouis
return limit is 60 days from date of sale-

On

Tea and

40.00

St. Paul,

i--

We save yon moneyon

Salt Lake, Orden,
51.83 St. Louis
16.33

Pueblo,

been missing:.

. n 'i
r t. I '
rrCMi VegeiaDleS Ually

$2 MO Colorado Springs, $18.15

CcH

Return limit, August 31st.
Return limit, Oct. 22, 1913.

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
other points in the United States and Canada.
For further particulars call on or address.

on sale to many
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NEW MEXICAN

THE SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

New Mexican

RANCH,

Entered aa Second Cltss Matter at the Saata Pa Poatofflca
Published Dally
The Santa Fo New Mexican
The New Mexican Review
..English Weekly
El Nuevo Mexlcano
Spanish Weekly

-
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)

J

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
President
.General Manager
Editor
.Associate Editor

Bronson M. Cutting
Charles M. Stautfer

J. Wight

Glddlngs

William F. Brogan
SUBSCRIPTION

01.00

RESERVE
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TO BRIDGE YOU OVER

Where are you going to spend your vacation? If you enjoy dancing, fishing, hunting, horseback riding tennis
playing, trap shooting and all out door sports come to Valley Ranch. Two and tnree rom bungalows with bath,
one and two room cabins or rooms In main building.
Accommodations already reserved ahead to July. Is
Yours?

RATES

Dally, par quartet, by Mall
Dally, per quart, by earriar
Weekly, six months

15.00
02.60

mall
Oally, six months, by mall
Weekly, per year
Dally, par year, by

7, 1913.

8 Booklet Free on

11.15

01.60
0 .00

THE HARD PLACES.

Back Acconut in this
Bank is a Sure Protection
A

Against Misfortune.

Request

Wc

Cordially Invite Yon to
Opan An Account for a
Small or Large Amonnt.

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

THE VALLEY RANCH,

FUNDUS

....
n tu.n-in- '
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE
i,.
Biija ijv ua.vs is u kuuu 1:11111 i.ui
LEGAL DEFECTS
performance.
IN ROAD BOND
The doctor has given one solution
SEES IT
of the high cost of living. Don't eat.
ELECTION FOUND
do not think the theory will gain
much headway. If it did would we not
A Busy Spot.
Das Cruces, X. M., June 7. Legal
be a nice looking lot of people, going
On Monday morning the vacant lot about
hollow-eyeand tecnnicai oeiecis in tne ruau uonu el
faced,
pale
ection in Dona Ana county wnicn was
lying just west of the New Mexican
held last December required a. second
building bids fair to be tho busiest
Bkirts
those
narrow,
straight
though,
to issue
spot in town, and the contest will be
best amateur gard- in the sum of $100,-00Fe'3
bonds
on
for
Santa
road
county
a fine fit, but the ladies would lose
EDITORIAL ROOMS 31
OFFICE 286
The chief defect was that in the
A
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The prizes will be real morey, too,!"""
election all registered voters
jtormer
m
.m
"
IJb an(J tagt
ai d that will add zest to the contest.
w,jo deBjred went tQ thg
a
of
blooming
AN INSPIRING EDITORIAL
the state constitu.
There are no lemons or onions to be the ghastly appearance
vbmM
' deSANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
The El l'aso Times, in an editorial on the "Cull of tho Southwest,
tion requires that at a bond election
awarded, but the coin of the realm,
and willing men.
clares that the demand is for
and there is little doubt that the en- an eighty day fast.
who are registered voters
only
those;
have heard men say that
In a mention of the cities and towns in that big, broad, hospltr.ble sec- try will be large. Boys and girls will
nnrt Imvo'nnirl a nrnnertv tax for 1!V12
.
..
IViov
In H fa l'n PJlHln'0
tion of the Vnited States, The Times speaks of Santa Fe as "the sleepy,
both be permitted to compete, so here iIduqupu ...w nrt
vote
The people or Dona Ana
,may
um.- Of course they did not mean that, butjcounty
11 int kuiu
town of the southwest."
see
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bond
road
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a
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the
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
again
in
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We certainly seem to have the name, and it cannot be denied that. wejdo the boys in
on Wednes
work, as to a hungry man or woman, it nnist
h,d
be admitted that there is a certain day, and by a practically unanimous
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
earned it, by years of inertness and lassitude and slothful indolence, butlti,ey usualJy do in the school room.
of
to
one
in
now
that
the
Central Location.
down
nap
an
is
encouragement
I look for a merry crowd our, on the
sitting
pleasure
Santa Fe litis been awakened, and it
jvote approved the bonds. Xot more
affairs which theilhan three voteg agajnst tile bonds
is over, to be classed as a city that is doing tilings that count for developground next Monday and the start is those
THOS. DORAN,
missus knows so well how to put up. were cast ln Hny one pi.ecinct. The
ment, and prosperity, as The Times has classed us in its excellent and helpful likely to be a brisk one.
Large Sample Rooms.
I
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of
the
am
that
e
afraid
too,
cf
Thirty-sipleasure
and cheering editorial.
ground;
Mesilla
led
patches
the
Park
precinct of
popular bridge parties would be ty agairii as it did beforej by casting
To present to t he people of the ea'st and central west the splendid oppor- young gardeners and the open stretch
were there no the largest unanimous vote of any of
greatly lessened,
tunities that exist here; to make them understand the lure of it; to instil Into tihead for the race.
their minds a knowledge of the rk.h and glittering possibilities, tins is a The two overseers are not. hard dainties to be brought out as a finale 'the county precincts.
Hi
.
. .
west 'drivers or imr(j
but they to the games.
a striking instance of the influence
spirit that has caught fire in the hearts of those who want to see the
would
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a
What
there
is
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uie
and
its
believe in doing things right them
the,cf good roads upon public sentiment
possession,
grow to those heights which are rightfully
g
sinralioti of the
energetic movement of the present day.
selves, and having things done right home of the hostess who gave a bridge is shown by the fact that both at the
From
SO
day fast!
willing men," as The Times jby others who happen to be under; ruity at the end of the
December election and at the election
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not
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single
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we have here; we want them to come and see it; we want them to become jj
Wagner and He v. B. 7.. McCol- Fletcher will never materialize.
'against the $100,000 road bond issue
Both
North
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Meets
CHARLEY GANN,
imbued with the broad, progressive spirit ot it; we wmi mem to uecouie ;i0Ugh
jat or south of Mesilla Park. This Is
Bounds
Trains.
husbandfor
the
fields only waiting
The movement is one of the best
the southern end of the county and
acquainted with the vast,
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
It was AMONG THE EDITORS.
man; our towering mountains, barely touched as yet with the pick of the that could be inaugurated.
European Plan.
our wonder- started last year and the result was
which splendid work in road improve- Meals At All Hours.
the north bound train and arrives at
prospector, but filled with rich metal waiting to be uncovered;
Not Yet.
ment has been carried on for the
fill power sites for water companies where our great plains can be brought jnot so had for a tryout, but it ought
Taos at 7 p. m.
Elegant Rooms in ConnecThe past three or four weeks have! past four years. The people of the
0 bo better still in 191
under profitable irrigation. All tins we would have them Know.
Heat,
Steam
tion.
a nor, nf ii,iu prwit movement Santa Fe has become, and it is a satis
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the
and
been exceptionally dry
That's the only way in which it
ill Ten miles shorter than any other
ranges southern end of the county have seen
Electric Lights and Baths. S
way. Good covered hacks and good
We are getting bad in places, though no what good roads mean in increased
faction and an impulse to further effort, to know that our friends outside possible to grow and succeed
M teams. Fare $5.00 round trip.
Teams '
have recognized that the once "sleepy, ancient town" has awakened to the have to be a little better each year or suffering is reported as yet among property values, lower cost of hauling
RATES: 50c and 75c PER DAY.
men
to
take In
H furnished commercial
we won't be quite as good, as one don't cattle, sheep or other stock. Carlsbad and greater prosperity; and in that
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The Republican party is said to be these things, it is Impossible to find a
grade.
There isn't any more healthful or planning to capture the country. The single citizen, including the natives,
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more pleasant work anyway, than that Democrats already in possession, it w'bo is opposed to good roads, and
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The designation as "agents," by Senator Penrose,
of running a garden. I am glad the I ehooves the people to become busy Rcol 'pads bonds within reasonable
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American
general, are in store for us? If you
them," but in deciding upon that proposition a large number of
I congratulate,
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who
Plate Olass, Etc. Etc
cordially,
Dona Ana county's road engineer,
from Missouri.
128 Galisteo St. Phone 109 J
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Farming-"agents"
Whatever the objects may be, of
ii will be a pleasure to all. concern
direction of the county road board,
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where legislative bodies assemble, the sight of them, hanging around in that and will come to a successful issue.
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Restores activity to the liver and to the circulation
the blood is
purified, the digestion and appetite improved and the whole body
feels the invigorating force of this extract of native medicinal
In consoijuence, tho heart, brain and nerves feel the
plants.
refreshing influence. For over 4(1 years this reliable remedy has
been sold in liquid form by ail medicine dealers. It can now also
be obtained in tabid form in $1.00 and 50c boxes. If your druggist
doesn't keep it, sond50 one-cestamps to R.V.Pierce, M.D. Buifalo.
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Feel worn out blue and tired ? Don't let your cold develop
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ays or
cagi li!
"The .'ailroad commission today or- man and the defendant by Judge P. F.
Elmer Lohman received the fine and
bp nRSPRSRli n!rninKf ,,,fi niai,lf!;f
month at the
Henry Lutz and wife, Lincoln.
of
dered
and
moof
the
to
new
Adams,
fine
a
secretary
Albuquerque.
Up
yesterregistered
of
very acceptable gift
nnd a!so the C08ts of the a(,tlon,
O. J. Hardin, Kansas City.
Fireman's Hall. in the District Court. County of Santa
day no further action had been taken
torcycle from a relative Sunday and state registered $300,000 of bonds
A. W. Haller, chief engineer of the
H. Foreman. R. L. Baca,
H.
Lutz, Jr., Lincoln.
El-!
Fe, Stale of New Mexico.
the
of
the by the plaintiff, but it is known that Federal
it overland from El Paso.
Roaring Springs extension
Cw. Sec. David Gonzales.
W, Harrison, Denver.
Light & Tract on companv. o
.' planned and probably
lyewis, Plaintiff, vs. Mary K.
IGeorge
mer rode it some miles when it shied Quanah, Acme and Pacific railroad. further action is
New York, was in Deming yesterdav
O. Wilson, Seattle.
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Lewis, defendant. Divorce No. S03B.
at a sand hole near Mesquite and which is a preliminary issue and not will be taken after the return of the on business.
ban la Fe Lodge
M. Kauffman, New York.
Notice of Publication.
threw him, first mixing up with his representing the valuation awarded. plaintiff's counsel from Albuquerque
No. 2, Knights of
Mrs. Entrekin. Texarkana.
Mrs. Ben Larsen is spending a few
The above named defendant, Mary
to
left foot which was quite badly skin- The road is now in operation S:! miles and Santa Fe.
u i
Miss
Richardson, New Orleans.
wilh llpr siHter
Sllv(:r t'ity
,.,. :llH-v,jpwls' IK hereby notified that a
ned and the plucky boy led the ma- west from Quanah, the last 42 being
,.P ,i.
tDt!
ti,o
IM
HIU ,,!.,,-- ,
.1. 11. Richardson,
.'H. 11. Kill UUIIli:illlUII
Needles, Cal.
every Monday,sl,it jn divorce nag Ul,(1 commenced
'Pflp Eagle restaurant, began busi
chine several miles before he got from Paducah to Hoarding Springs."
it as sei iortn in tne complaint seem- ness
A. Woodford, wife and son, City.
s uuou
vt
iiiKiri,,4 Court f,,r
ciciiiiij,
Vfl. in (,,
today at noon. It is located on
aboard a farm wagon for Las Cruces. Artesia Advocate.
ed to be a priority of right and use in
H. C. Marxmiller, Los Angele.
in
uaa
eiiows the County of Santa Fe and State of
Pine street, between Gold and Silver,
Las Cruces Republican.
a
Accidental Death.
beneflcient manner. In part the comR. M. Francisco,
Hall.
Los Angeles.
Mew Mexico, by said plaintiff, Georgo
and is owned by Yen Kee & Company.
C. O. Young, Holland.
One of the saddest deaths that has plaint reads:
All
Rev. A. H. P. McCurdy and family,
Lewis, wherein plaintiff prays that by
Bruin Was Fat.
"The
un
and
defendant
in
occurred
of
this
David
the
most
are
wrongfully
Colorado.
country
Meike,
Knights
part
order and decree of this Court he
of Lirownwood, Texas, will spend the
"Ui,a Tnnninive ihn mnpt ai i ert a a a
that of Ber(.
J. W. llo.fer, Alamosa.
whjch t()ok justly, intending to injure or damnify year with their relatives near
cordially invited.
.
may bo given an absolute divorce from
bear hunter in the Sierra Blanca. rethe
at he hearl(,uartel.s of the
P. If. Kirelton, Denver.
A. P. HILL, C. C.
plaintiff, threatened and proposed
Isaid defendant on the grounds of deRev. McCurdy is pastor of the
ports tho killing of a bear. Contrary ranch near Eurancia Colorado, Tues-t- to construct a large ditch, to dtepen
F. Loevy, San Francisco.
REINGARDT K. of R. and 3.
sertion and abandonment and cruel
First Presbyterian church at Brownhis expectations, he found bruin in
MY
Crews WM wagon and enlarge other ditches or canals
Olive Leyenherger, Ias Angeles.
day night
and inhuman treatment and for other
a
will
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a
vacation
of
wood,
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spend
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and
good
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cla:boBS
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a
for
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dam.
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UNION
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FRATERNAL
j
and further relief in the premises, etc.,
year farming on the place of his son- condition. It is the rule at this sea- - very highly
un-this
The
citizen.
l
holds
No.
and
its
and
259,
plaintiff,
regular nd you are further notified that un- respected
A substitute in medicine !s never
Lodge
wrongfully
A. T. Coffin.
ecn for bear to be poor and their fur exact facts of the matter can not be
each
justly without leave or license and
for the benefit, of the buyer. Never be meeting on the first Thursday of , iU,m yon vntPT OI. causo t ,)B rn((,r),,
Kin bad condition; but this specimen, learned, but from the most reliable
.
.
.
.
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V.oll
Sai,,ra is setting on a catalogue
BL TlArv,nnn
against, the will of the plaintiff, divert
to buy anything but Foley a
your appearance in said suit on or in
to
had
the
late
he.
is
which
owing
just sources it is said that the gentleman all the flood waters of the said llim-ip- f
,he DemlK Nursery
spring,
uu
and
ifore
the r.th day of July, A. D. 191
Tar
for
Honey
Compound
coughs!
abandoned bis nla.ee of hibernation. was out looking for some coyotes that bres river to and over
Ml'to nut in l,,is yf'arSaibra find colds
come.
other lands
decree
be
for
or
for
children
pro confesso therein
grown
and mef tcatn uetore tie lost nis tiesn; had been bothering the cattle for than those of the members
BENITO ALARID, President
of the!"'""1 ,lia father own several large nur- persons.
It is prompt and effective.
rendered against you.
and before he began to change his; the past several weeks, and stopping
tne
coaiit
of
Texas,
DAVID
'"
country
GONZALES, Secretary.
plaintiff corporation. And by means !K,n's
j
It comes in a yellow package, with
Plaintiffs attorneys are Messrs.
coat. Carrizozo News.
It is their
at a spring to take a drink his gun of said ditches and canal
the Alabama and Mississippi.
& Hunker, whose office and
beehive on carton. It contains no
-- tT
,"l'nlir''
L
to
out
make their Deming Nursery ,..u
ODD r.
of his pocket and fired, How of the water to which plaintiff
10 Killed.
slipped
Post Office address is Las Vegas, NewTake no
for
substitute
No. 2, I. O. O. F Mexico.
The rabbit drive was a big success. the ball passing through his bowels. Is entitled through the channel of the1"" ul ",B
unlL
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
Santa Fe Lodg
Everyone enjoyed the day and the big Doctors Winchester and Bristol were
Mimbres river to be diverted by
M. A. ORTIZ,
The Capital Pharmacy.
called and left at once for the scene, the dam of the
meets regularly
Clerk.
plaintiff through the CONFIDENCE MEN
where they operated on Mr. Crews, ditches and canals
l
L. hAJ'rOHD, Deputy,
LVilr Ij
belonging to the
BIDS FOR PENITENTIARY
SUPIn
brothHall.
Odd
Fellows
,
and it was thought he would possibly
Visiting
,SIJ
VCtT BADLY OTUlIU
plaintiff corporation and to wholly de-tni!,aiij
PLIES.
ers always welcoma
recover, but such was not the case. prive plaintiff of the use and enjoyBids for furnishing six months' supThe doctors thought that if he could ment of the waters of
the Mimbres
Detroit. June 7. Two alleged conlive twelve hours he had a slim river.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
plies for the state penitentiary will
'
to
men
'"!T,
;fldence
attempted
be received until 9 o'clock a. in.
of the Interior, U. S.
chance, but the end came Tuesday
Department
I hat t lie defendant never has used pr.ank
Fletch
a
from
farmer
LeCroqux,
Mr. Crews
Tuesday, June 10th, 1913. Supplies Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Apri'
night after they had left.
flood
Mint
of
the
waters
of
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station, Out., out of $1,000, usii; the consist of groceries, meats, clothinir. 9, 1913.
in this country, and any
was an
bres river for the purpose of irri;;a- - old game of matching
pennies, but loatlier. etc. A list of these snnnlies
was liked by everyone. Clayton News.
Notice is hereby given that Hiram
Two Girls Tell Story of Their
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officers
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police
unon
annlicatlon toiMnrpfi isth mn7 martn
to.'in jg furnished
Fire about 10 o'clock Saturday night
TTnmpatort
Illness and How They
where one was standing, and he was the superintendent
destroyed the fine residence of Dr. H.
Entry 01042 No. 109OC, for NE
Found Relief.
aiTesled.
ISfction 2G, Township 11 N., Range S
H. Keith, two miles northeast of the
JOHN B. McMANUS, Supt.
The prisoner identified himsell as
Rv
nf the Bm . .
a loss to the physician
;E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
New Orleans, La. "I take pleasure city, entailing
Willlard C. Kellogg, 27 years old, o!
of more than $20,000. There is $9,000
Commissioners.
of intention to make five-yetiary
proof,
m writing these liner,
to the
and although Detective
Cincinnati,
&
Dated : Santa Fe, N. M May 31, to establish claim to the land above
to express my grati- insurance on the building and furniwho
James
arrested
Kellogg,
McCarty,
be1913.
ture.
is
TJ.
flames
it
The
before
C.
(described,
originated,
Kinsell,
Harry
tude to you. I am
searched the city with LeCromix he
S. Commissioner, at Stanley, N. M., on
TIME TABLE
nnlv 1 voni-- nM qyA lieved from defective wiring, or crosswas unable to find the second man.
81,(1
wore
contro1
wires
THOROUGH WORK.
20, 1913.
work in a tobacco ied
beyond.
(May
LeCroqux is one of the fortunate
Claimant names as witnesses:
Effective January 1st, 1913.
I have when discovered by Mrs. Keith. A son
factory.
A dish of
ui.me.a oi rieicuer m.iuuu w.io m- - How a Santa Fe citizen Found Free.
been a very sick girl Langforth Keith, was aroused from his
Jerry Bennett, M. L. Robertson, J.
several
on
his
covered
farm
gas
years
dom From Kidney Troubles.
H. Cantwell, J. H. Slane, all of Stan
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to conbut I have improved slumbers by Mrs. Keith and he left
A
ago and he has accumulated a fortune.
nect with No. 3 westbound and
Hey, N. M
wonderfully since his room just a few minutes before
to
to
He
came
see
the
Detroit Monday
If you suffer from backache
No. 10 eastbound.
MANUEL R OTERO,
Lydia E. the flames burst fiercely into his room
taking
sights and spend some of his surplus
From urinary disorders
Grape-Nut- s
Pinkham's Vegeta- - fTom tne outside. A fairly heavy wind
Register
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
ble Compound andlwaa blowing at the time and it took
jcash. While wandering about the eitv
Any curable disease of the kidneys,
looking at the tall builings a s.iai.'fer
am now looking- fine 'ess than two hours for the flames to
Use a tested kidney remedy.
NOTICF. FOR PUBLICATION.
No. 3 carries passengers to Albuapproached him and they became boon
and feeling a thousand times better." eat up the entire building and con- Doan's Kidney Pills have been testserved direct
Department of the Interior, U. S
Sev-tents.
Miss Amelia Jaquillard, 613
1
companions.
querque, locally, and to Pacific
ed by thousands.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., May
from package
The two walked to Capital pari; and
Coast points.
It was shortly after 10 o'clock that
enth Street, New Orleans, La.
10, 1913.
Santa Fe people can testify.
then the stranger suggested thai they
with
Can you ask more convincing proof
Leave Ssnta Fe 3:30 p. m. to conSt Clair, Pa. "My mother was!Mrs- Keith went to the bathroom of
cream,
Notice is hereby given that Nestor
n atch pennies.
LeCroqux was willing ot merit?
second floor and detected an odor
alarrped because my periods were sun-- !
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
N. M., who, on
of
Galisteo,
Callegos,
and he won every game. Finally they
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
pressed and I had pains in my back and of Are. She looked into several rooms
J''av
made
Homestead
131S,
most
meets
and
is
l'h.
Entry
Pasquale YannI, shoemaker. College
appetizing
s
raised the stakes and matches for
"Cut-off- "
side, and severe headaches. I had pirn-- 1 before she located the blaze and
with
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N. Mex., says: "In 1902 jNoSanta
Fe,
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won
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easy
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every requirement easy
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Sec. 10, NE
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testimonial
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public
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man
and
ner-praise
1
then
lost
another
no time in arousing Langford. The
appeared
low, my sleep was disturbed, I had
ley points.
NE
Section 15, Township
gest, nourishing and convenient.
at (he suggestion of LeCroqux's part ot Doan's Kidney Pills to the effect !KW
vous spells, was very tired and had no flames spread so rapidly that Mrs.
10X" Range 12 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
ner this man also entered the game. that they had cared me of pain in my
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
ambition. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegeta- Keith and her son had no opportunity
fcas fl,pd notice of intention to make
m.
Sixteen years of practical use
ble Compound has worked a charm in to save any of the furniture, relics,
LeCroqux continued to win and the back, caused by disordered kidneys.
me to sit down a good five year ijroor, to esiacnsn claim
Work
obliges
to
two
men
wanted
the
other
Leave
my case and has regulated me. I worked land other valuables that were in the
stop
in hundreds of thousands
Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to con
of
deal and this weakened my kidneys, to 1,le land above described, before
in a mill among hundreds of girls and house. Dr. Keith was in the city atas they said they had no luck
with No. 7 westbound carnect
game
nd Receiver U. S. Land
homes In every clime, as well
While at work I 'j1" Hcglste
have recommended your medicine to tending a meeting of the Woodmen of
identified hv causing backache.
nf th
El Paso sleeper, also No.
rying
more intensely than at any Office, at Santa Fe, X. M.. on the 16tb
Miss Estella Ma-- j the World and upon receiving a
many of them."
4 eastbound.
as the critical, scientific test of
LeCroqux as Kellogg produced a large suffered
of June, 1913.
110 Thwing St., Saint Clair, Pa. sage
from Mrs. Keith he hurriedly
roll of bills and suggested they match other time and I was very anxious to day
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
physicians the world over have
Hud a remedy that would relieve me.
Teodoro
Rosendo
Tapia,
There is nothing that teaches more sent out the fire engine and firemen.
a final grand game for $1,000 each.
Tapia,
m.
Claimant names as witnesses:
than experience. Therefore, such let- The latter were unable to save any of
"All right, I am game. I an on." Learning of Doan's Kidney Pills, I
proven
Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to con
ters from girls who have suffered and the property.
procured a b'lx and, to my delight, Mauricio Tapia, Juan Gonzales, ail of
said LeCroqux.
were restored to health by Lydia E.
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
There was no fire in the building
They matched for the $1,000 and they soon fixed me up in good shape. Galisteo, X. M.
'
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound should for several days and the
No. 9 westbound.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
be- a
LeCroqux won again, and Kellogg During the past seven years I have
general
be a lesson to others. The same remedy uef j8 that the flames
Reeister
from
pulled out his roll and began counting had no need of kidney medicine."
Fe 12:30
originated
arrive
Santa
Returning,
is within reach of all.
the electric wiring. The city fire enFor sale by all dealers. Price 51
off bills of large denomination.
a. m.
for
It will not pay you to waste your
If yon want special advice write to gine was taken out and was attached
Co., Buffalo,
Hold on a minute," said tne ast cnts.
man to enter the game. "Let's go to New York, ole agents for the United time writing out your legal form
lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (conf- to the artesian well there. Before the
for
Call
idential) Lynn, Mass. Tour letter will flames were out the engine developed
when you can get them already printa hotel and settle this matter off the States.
be opened, read and answered by a a
name
Remember
at
New
ed
the
Mexican
the
and the pumping had to
and
Joan's
street."
Printing
woman and held In strict confidence, be stopped. Roswell Record.
LeCroqux and his two new fri?nds take no other.
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Grocery, Bakery and

Regarding County Road Boards.
A subject of ever present importiiiiice una interest is intu or ine uiuuw
iund modus operandi of the county

JUST RECEIVED

COULD DO THIS. bothered with backache, and the pain
would run up to the back of my head,
No inferior substitute, but only the
and I had spells of dizziness. I took
L'onuine Foley Kidney Pills could have
Foley Kidney Pills and they did the
rid J. F. Wallich, Bartlett, Nebr., of work and I am now entirely rid of kidhis kidney trouble. He says: "I was ney trouble." The Capital Pharmacy.
NO SUBSTITUTE

PANAMA HATS

F. ANDREWS OFFICIAL NEWS,
Market.

AT

A BIG

7, 1913.

DISCOUNT

TAILORED
owing to an overstock.
AND DRESS HATS ureatlv reduced In
both of the state agricultural college, nnce
ON
(JNTRIMMED SHAPES
and the latter representing the horti-- j 1(J 20 and ?5 per cent discount. Don't
cultural aeparunem 01 uie conege, forget to get prices before purchasing
will attend these meetings and take up eisewhere.
subjects relating to what can be
rcmplished in agriculture and horticul-Uip- ,
lure, in the regular tscliool work.
-

road boards and the county commit- which is more or less mixed
on account of the uncertainty of
Another Carload of
itlie new law. Attorney General Clancy
"EMPRESS FLOUR."
New Company Incorporated.
SOUTHEASTCORNER
PLAZA.
has been called oil to make things.
,
The flutter Knto company has tiled
and the following':
Iplaili several ciim-s:ticles of, incorporation with the cor- letter is another one on. the subject
that will be perused with interest by puratiou commission. The new com- - Santa Fe needs such sterling young
.county officers:
pany will havo oflines in Albuquerque, men as Mr. Morgana and will welcome
June 7, VJhs. ut 42U West (Copper avenue, and the him and his bride ou their return tot
No.
To the Slate Highway Commission,
statutory agent will be E. C. Butler. the old capital.
4
Santa Fe, N. M.
The company Is capitalized at $30,0U0
Phil Knowlton, the popular represen
Gentlemen:
at $ 00 per share and the directors jtative of the Carter Rice and Carpen
was
Your letter of the fifth instant
and the amount of stock held by each ter Paper compaly of Denver is in the
duly received, but it has been impos- ts as follows:
Oessie M. Butler, $
city today on business'. Mr. and Mrs.
alsible for me sooner to answer it
F. Connelly, $7000; K. C. Knowlton have just returned from a
Henry
though I fully realize the fact stated Sutler, $100; IS. L. Grose, $100. The trip to South American points, and
therein that it is of great importance company also tiled a certificate of tue tells most interesting tales of the conto the public that the questions sub- stockholders'
ditions in that section of the world.
mitted should be determined as soon
He showed his hotel bill at Guatemala
as possible.
which totaled $360 for a five days' slay,
You first say you are advised that in
but in real money it meant $1S. The
several counties the county treasurers
peculiar conditions in the countries
AND
PINK
RED,
refuse to pay warrants drawn by the
visited were brielly detailed by Mr.
county road boards, claiming that the
(Owing to the great Interest mani Knowlton and they only made one realTHE CLARENDON GARDEN
Phone 12.
funds for road and bridge purposes fested in the Personal Column, the ize that with all the things wekick
can be disbursed only upon warrants New Mexican requests its readers tot about, this dominion of Uncle Sam's is
ordered drawn by the county commis- send in by mail (a postcard will do) a pretty good living place,
sioners.
or by telephone (call "31") Items ofj Boyd V. Winter, son of Mr. and Mrs.
It is difficult to understand how this column. By doing so the read- - T. Z, Winter, of Santa Fe, has just
ers will confer a favor on the New graduated from the University of Colo-- ;
there can be any doubt upon this
The
clear
Mexican and on their friends. Com-- rado with distinguished honors.
of
view
in
the
proposition
and
and direct legislation to be found in munications sent by mail should bear class numbered two hundred
r
of the signature of the writer).
and out of this number
section seven of chapter
seven, among them, Boyd Winter,)
the laws of nineteen hundred and
V X X
X X X
X S were given degrees as electrical engi-X
twelve, which reads as follows:
X r.etrs and have accepted
TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS:
positions
NON-KIN- K
"All funds that may be derived
N
the Postal Tele- with the Westinghouse company
Telephone
ofj
from taxation, Issuance of bonds, gifts
graph company if you do not get X Pittsburg. Boyd, in days past, was
or bequests, or from uny other source,
- N one of
deMexone
and
will
be
"New
for
the
the
carriers
your paper
for road and bridge purposes in the
X livered to you at once.
ican, and as one of our graduates,
respective counties shall hereafter be
the New Mexico extends to this Santa
and
the
supervision
expended under
"
Fe boy most cordial congratulations
made by the Boston
direction of the county road board, and
John Metz of Albuquerque, is in on his success, and best wishes for
the methods for making such expendiWoven Hose & Rub- V
for a day or two.
the future. Before going to Pittsburg
tures and accounting therefor shall be the city
ber Co-t- he
$'1 ' if
y4m-N. F. LeSuer of Albuquerque, and to take up his work, Boyd will spend
or
now
hereafter
as
those
same
the
NONin the world.
wife, motored up from that city yes- a short vacation with his parents In
K
required by law in the case of exKINK is a superior
Santa Fe.
terday afternoon.
of
the
boards
penditures made by
moulded pure
.
J. K. Lacome left this morning for
commissioners."
county
Taos county, after a STATE DEPARTMENT NAMES
Para Rubber.
There can be no doubt that the Arroyo Hondo,
week's stay in the city.
EXPOSITION REPRESENTATIVE.
county road boards have full control
O. A. Will of Roswell accompanied
Washington, D. C, June 7. Major J.
of the expenditure of all moneys for
his wife arrived in the city yester- .!. Dickinson, of New York, was today
Red Color
road and bridge purposes, with cer- by
,,,
making the trip by auto.
day
rppoir.trd by Secretary Bryan, repre
hereinafter noted,
tain exceptions
and a Popular
W. C. McDonald left tlvs sentative of the Panama-PacifiGovernor
expot'.i-- j
and that they are to make the expen- i:
fie: noon for Alamogordo where be ticn at $H)00 a year in the state
ditures and account for them in the will be for a short
-time on business.
Major Dickinson's duties
'same manner as expenditures are gen!
Mrs. F. E. Andrews left today for will consist of
Fully Guar- of
boards
expediting the businesit
made
county
the
by
erally
and
weeks
a
anteedand
few
relatives
.stay among
between the department and ho expoIn other words, Bpecl
commissioners.
in
home.
an Extra Good
Nebraska, her former
sition authorities,
tne friends
Ihcally answering your question.
Attorney u. v. tiowara reiurneu
Quality.
county road boards are authorized by last
from Tierra Amanlla,
night
ithis statute to draw warrants upon
where he had been attending the disthe treasurer just the same as county
trict court.
(commissioners are authorized to draw
G. W. Linger of Denver, a cattle
warrants.
was in the city today oversee
buyer,
I have
indefinite
a
in
heard
rather
a shipment of cattle to loiorano
ing
way, that, some ("i'iuty commissioners
were inclined to take the position that for feeders.
Mrs. H. H. Ward and three children
as they levied the taxes and thus
of Albuquerque, are the guests of Rev.
created county funds, they should have
and Mrs. ,T. M. Shinier, the latter being
control of the disbursement of such
Airs. Ward's daughter.
the
funds, but this suggestion ignores
Mrs. O. X. Alar ron and little daughThe
extent of the legislative power.
ter Margaret, Qf Albuquerque, are the
ALL WORK GUARANTEED,
legislature has full control over county guests of Frank Marron and his sisofficers and the county government. It
Miss
Eleanor.
can transfer from the county commis- ter,
State Superintendent White left ALBUQUERQUE AND SANTA FE
sioners to any other hoard or officer
(Montezuma Hotel)
yesterday with Professor ,T. H. Vaughn,
any part of the duties heretofore im- of
the state agricultural college, to atinposed upon the commissioners,
tend the county institute of Eddy councluding even the power of levying
ty, being held at Carlsbad.
taxes.
Mrs. Robert Ormsby will spend the
You further say that a question has
next' few weeks in New York, having
arisen as to whether the county road
VV. Q. SARGENT,
a visit among the faboard has the proper authority to left today for
scenes
of
miliar
the days, way down
to
build new bridges and
supervise
VV. H. MENDENHALL,
the maintenance of those already east.
Secundino Romero, United States
built, or whether these powers are
marshal for New Mexico, who today
lodged in the hoard of county commisturned his office over to his successioners.
The De Vargas will bs remolelled in the Spanish style and
In a general way, under the provis- sor, A. H. Hudspeth, is in the city
r
Hons of chapter
newly furnished throughout; also freshly painted and
of the laws from Las Vegas.
J. F. Hinklo and family'of Roswell,
of 1912, all funds for bridge purposes
comall
and
the
baths
papered. Many private
ere put under the control of the coun- who have been in the city for several
left this morning for the upper
hotel.
forts of a first-claty road board, but this is subject to days
exsome qualifications in view of the en- Pecos where they will spend an
actment by the legislature of chapter tended vacation.
Miss Ruth and Genevra McBride
That
thirty-twof the laws of 1913.
act puts under
the charge of the left this morning for Espanola where
after
the they will visit over Sunday
board of county commissioners
construction of one class of bridges which they will leave for Seattle for
referred to in that act. This is a sub- about two months stay.
Lieutenant James Baca has accent- of chapter elev- stantial
en of the laws of iS'JH, with some addi- - jea a position as cieiK in me omce 01
taking the place
adjutant general,
tions and changes.
It provides that the
. ...1
a
n. n Robinson, who will
Aiinur
iinnn nptitinn of nprtain s net? i fieri mim-tO- l
bers of taxpayers in the different class- - devote hiB time to Yoeman matters
Sole Agent For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
es of counties, it Is the duty of the .iiid other business.
Dr. J. A. Massie and Miss Jessifl
board of
commissioners to adAIKaLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, farden & field seeds in bulk and packages vertise forcounty
bids and specifications with '.lassie are expected home tomorrow
where they
plan or plans attached for a proposed corning from Denver,
Fe
house in
The only exclusive
bridge, and in case any bid is accept- went by automobile. They had a most
ed there are further provisions
for delightful trip and it is hoped may enspecial taxes within specified limits j.'oy the journey coming fully as much
to raise
to pay for such bridge !as "ie going.
Pbone Black or bridges,money
Phone Black
and the board may employ
Clifton O. Young, Grand High Priest
someone to supervise the erection of iof New Alexico, Royal Arch Chapter,
bridges, who shall be paid out of the and Charles A. Wlieelon, District Dep- bridge fund. This act clearly creates uty High Priest, left this morning over
a special bridge fund to be raised by the D. & R. G. for Farmington where
taxation as provided In the act which they will institute a new Chapter of
is under the control
of the county Royal Arch Masons. They expect to
commissioners, entirely independent te gone about a week, most of the
of the county road board. As to the time
being spent getting there and
or repair back.
construction, maintenance
of any other bridges, the county road
R. W. Wittraan has telegraphed to
board clearly has exclusive control un
Rim-cutti- ng
Old-Ty- pe
23
of
der section seven hereinbefore quoted, his mother here that he passed the
and
and under section eight of the same physical examination required,
of Panama
Isthmus
will
&
sail
for
the
act, which distinctly gives "authority
Mr. Witt- to construct or improve or aid In con- today from New Orleans.
To save you further,
it will be remembered left here
structing or Improving any road or aman,
And skimpy tires
few days ago to take a government
bridge within the county." This genwe offer real tire
civil service aperal authority is in no way impaired position under the
barelyrated size.cost
as stenographer under
pointments,
service. ,
act
of
the
by
which
1!U3,
relates only
users even more.
zone.
to a particular class of bridges as here- the governor of the canal
We guide men in
returned
yesterJr.,
Otero,
Miguel
inbefore indicated.
No Rim-Ctires
day afternoon from the east, after an
tire
We
Very respectfully,
extended visit in little old New York
And
FRANK W. CLANCY,
can't
supply them means
and other cities. He was warmly
25
General
Attorney
they are 10 per cent,
No-Ri- m
by his young friends and is
for
greeted
Cut
quick reapris.
looking well, and reports having had
oversize. Today they
Industrial Work and Instructors.
A good many men
a delightful time. "Mike" as he often
Miss
Manette
state
director
Myers,
far outsell all others
of Industrial education, who has been popularly called, says that he saw the
WITH OR WITHOUT give us credit fo
durbecause of these bif
slightly ill for a few days, is back to New Mexican nearly every day
saving much of their
TREADS.
her desk again in the office of th ing his absence and watched the
savings.
tire expense.
superintendent of public instruction. trend of vents at home with interMiss Myers will leave next Sunday to est
H. K. Morgans, the efficient and pop
attend the following Institutes, and to
look over industrial work at
these ular draftsman of the state engineer's
this afternoon for
meetings Carrizozo, June
Indus office, leaves
ive; Roswell. June
Carlsbad Wooster, Ohio, where he will be marJune
Albu- ried on the 12th of this month to Miss
Belen, Juno
WOOD-DAVI- S
Jane Kilgore, ot that place. Mr.
querque, June
Socorro, June
Bernalillo, June
and will re Morgans has many friends in Santa Fe
NOTICE OUR
turn to Santa Fe on the 25th.
In who will wish' the young folks a life
:
MEXICO.
SANTA
,
connection with this branch of schooX Df unalloyed happiness, and who will j
work, W. T. Conway and J. W. Rignej congratulate them on their marriage.
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Try Our Auto Delivery Service.
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PERSONALS

WHITE.
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-

M$h
h
Ey

forty-seve-

fifty-fou-

that the

So

find just what he wants to wear in the ritfht
garments, right sizes, right prices. SHIRTS
IN COkRECT
SLEEVE
AND UNDERWEAR
Prices the Lowest.
AND BODY LENGTHS.

C. W. McCLINTOCK
CA-TIOlN-

XXXXXXXXXXXXSX

HOW DO YOU DO

,arest

yjiSt'

,,
ass?.. iWMmwm
WRAPPED

I

HOSE

f'tr

and explain to you piece by piece what really

constitutes

JjHl

Santa Fe Hardware

&

See Johnson
The Roofman

j

For Leaky Roofs

It was The Palace Hotel,

it
THE DE VARGAS
is

cles, I shall not fail to let you know.
As seeing is believing, they will place the sub
will convince the
ject of my dissertations in their windows; this
,
fail to look for
"Hardware-wise"don't
skeptical. If you want to get
me every time you take this paper it will pay you.
Good-byWatch for me.
I trust
you will be glad to meet me again.
e

BEAG

?

PHONE

-

fifty-fou-

99c.

Ladies Crepe Kimonos, Regular Price,
Ladies' Muslin Combination Suits,
Regular Price up to . . . .
Ladies' Muslin Underskirts, Regular
.
.
.
Price up to . . . .
Ladies' Muslin Nightgowns, Regular
Price up to
Ladies' Colored Wash Underskirts,
Prices up to
Ladies' House Dresses, Reg. Price up to
"
Ladies' Wash Dress Skirts "
Ladies' Lingeree Waists, .
"
Ladies' and Gents' Pajamas, "
Ladies' Auto and Sailor Hats,
Misses'
Balkan Norfolk Blouses,
Children Dresses, all sizes,
i"
Ladies' Parasols, Reg. Price, .

Santa

LEO HERSCH

45

Start Saving Tire Expenses
Per Cent
Ruins
Clincher Tires.

SANTA FE, N. M.

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

45

1

159J

AT rHE WHITE HOUSE

ss

grain

the

,

.

41

44

44

Swiss Curtains, lace trimmed,

rim-cu-

t.

ECO.,

What You Can Buy For

Business Manager.

AND

HARDWAR

j

Proprietor.

WHOLESALE

i

ii I6NARDQT

YOUR RELIABLE HARDWARE STORE.

nsrow

1

hardware.

they

j

Supply Co.

good

The more you will know about dependable
hardware the more you will trade at YOUR REtime
STORE.
Every
LIABLE HARDWARE
will mark their prices down on some arti-

c

YS.fl&MMSW

6ood Year

$1.50
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75

2.00
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.50

and many other articles too numerous to mention.
Discount Sale on all Ladles' and Childrens'
Our
Suits, Dresses and Skirts will continue next week.

Tires

NON-SKI-

THE WHITE HOUSE

Let Us Show You How.

15-1-

HARDWARE CO.

17-1-

19-2-

21-2-

23-2-

FE, NEW

--

m

?I

am the "HardHow did you do without me?
ware Man" and at the request of YOUR RELIABLE HARDWARE STORE, and their customers,
f shall appear in this space from time to time

ly

LY

BLOCK

r

Popular Store for Men and Younsr Men.

H0SE

RUBBER

W'ttt''!
tfvV.r'r'J
7-P-

j

THE"STRAlGltt AND NARROW WAY"
man not of regular proportions will

AND ALL MADE

1

jCV'W

DANDY

j

gen-jer-

Now!

Prepare

Thin fabrics made into cool Suits, Trousers,
Shirts. Underwear for tall men, short men,
stout men and thin men.

SANTA FE'S
WINDOWS

UP-TO-DA-

STORE.
NOTICE OUR WINDOWS

